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SPERCE CLAIMS GAS ADDICKS
PADUCAH, KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 13, 1906.
WAS SLANDERED AT LAST LOSES
W. N. SPENCE SUED CHARLES
E. GRIDLEY FOR $2,5oo YES-
TERDAY, RESULT OF AUTO-
LIG SUIT.
U. S. SENATOR FROM DELE-
WARE AFTER A BITTER
BATTLE FOR ELEVEN YEARS
13 CHCOSEN.
Marvelous Escape of Boone
and Family From Cruel Death
FATHER, MOTHER AND CHIL D STRUCK BY FREIGHT TRAIN
UPON THE TENNESSEE RIVER BRIDGE WHERE BOONE
IS EMPLOYED AS WATCH MAN—HIS MARVELOUS FEAT
IN CLINGING TO RUSHING TRAIN.
Yesterday morning at 12 o'clock
NON, J. K. HENDRICKS ADDICKS DEFEATED BY MEN 
Charles Boone, watchman of the
Illinois Central railroad bridge atRETURNED FROM PRINCETON PLED6ED TO SUPPORT HIM Tennessee river, hairi a narrow escape
Judge Reed Swore in the Petit
,Yesterday at Banton and is
Trying Ca—Many Set•ements
Ordered Recorded and Others to
Lay Over in County Court.
W. N. SpVtite2Of the county, yes-
terday in the circuit. court filed suit
against Charles E. Gridley for $2,-
500 damages, on the ground that the
latter used towatds Sper1 e the al-
leged remark, "Yes; he swore a
demi he and cost me ;Jo."
Gridky is the. igrfegr. lanndry nun
-and one day while tiding in his auto-
mobile out in the county, he passed
Spence on the rural road. The lat-
ter', horse became scared and ran
away, throwing Spence out, injuring
him and clerrsolieKng {partially 'his
rig. Spence brought suit. against
'Gridley for damages, and got judg-
ment, putting the automobile owner
to $So expense. This occurred last
year, while several months ago Grid-
was standing in the county court
house hail talking to several men,
when Spence passed through the
building. Some remark was made
about him, and it is claimed that at
this Gridley asserted that Spence
"'wore a damn lie and cost him
(Gridley) $ilo" having reference to
the automobile suit.
Assault and Battery.
lion John K Hendrick of the
Hendrick. Miller & Marble law firm.
has returned from Princeton. Ky.,
where he has been attending circuit
court. He represented the plaintiff
in the suit of Edward, Ingram
against Medley Stevenson, and got
$300 judgtrient for Ingram.
Ingram keeps a saloon in Caldwell
county and last Christmas Stevenson
came in and wanted Ingrain to treat.
Mm. The proprietor remarked that
the day for treating had passed, and
they had a few words. Ingram then
proceeded to wait on a customer.
and claims that while so engaged,
Stevenson 'jumped on him with a
*Mk, beat him and tried to cut him.
Ingram now gets judgment for $300
against Stevenson.
Now Trying Case.
The petit jary in the circuit court
Is now trying the many actions com-
ing before it, wa Judge Reed yester-
day morning swore in the jurors
Nothing of unusual importance has
come before the tribunal as yet
Wale Settlements.
In the county-eosin yesterday it
was ordered that the following set-
tlement, made. be . retorded: John
Squires. Ida Hessig, Will Skillian
'Will I Levy, Tames N. Scillian, C. F.
and H. C. "Witiarna, 'and Miry Ann
Purchase. The settlements were for
the estates of these dead people.
The settlement ordered 'Riley over
for the usual thirty days for pos-
sible exceptions, were for the follow-
ing estates: Emily Grafitti., John L.
Powell, A. T. Caldwell. :J. D. Holis,
F. K Allivort, Houston
Eliho Harris and Emma Niehaus
The tnven ones or re reCO
were for F. H. Allison's estate, that
of Elihu ;Harris, Dedrkek and
Milton It Ingram:
Saloon License,
The state saloon license of Alex
Storrie. at 12! Kentucky avenue
was transferred..ao fjohn•Ward of 732
Kentuky avenue, the latter having
bought the other's saloon.
Licensed to Wed.
W. Mk Alexander. •aged 30. and
Nagle Byrd, of legal age, were Ii-
ceased to marry. A colored couple
get'ting a licen sarspzamailtich a rd Roue
aged 2f4 anti EMMA rPorter, aged 32
of the county.
Property g,
Property on Mapl avenue *.ist
Maplewood Terrace Ai1diern,
been tote, by W. A. MeadMs to.47.
D. DeVies for $3oo, • it'd the deed
lodged for elecord widh the clerk
yesterday.
Dr. H. M. Childress left this morn-
ing for Louisville and Glasgow, to
12._ gone until next Monday.
with his life, as did his wife and
;little child, all three of whom were
1 bosught here yesterday afternoon atJurY Took But Little nine After Caucus 4 o'c'ock and plaoed in the railroadnow Got Down to Work—Senator A. B. hospital for treatment. Fortunately
Connor Was the Only Really En- none of them are seriously hurt, but
it is only by good luck they are not
thusiastic Addicks Shouter—End all dead.
Boone is the watchman of theof Bitterest Political Fights on'
bridge and goes on at IT o'clock atRecord. night ,and remains until 6 o'clock of
morning. He than takes six hours
off and resumes work at noon. , HeDover, Del., June I 2. —After a bit- lives in Gilbertsville at the encofilieter battle before the Deleware legisla- bridge, and goes .teyt to his post ofture for eleven years J. Edward duty in 'the middle of the Structure'O'Sullivan Addicks went down to Ina 
r:ost crushng defeat tonight when  
in a caucus
i
thcomprising all the irty- Washington Street Stirfill Haveone republicans claiming assembly
seats he was defeated for the nomina- Sidewalks 'Last Other Highwaystion for United States senator by
Col. Henry A. Dupont of Wilming-
ton. But one ballot was taken. Ad-
dicks had io, Dupont had 20; lick -
bert Ward, a former attorney gen-
eral, received 1.
Addicks was defeated by the very
men elected in his interests and
under a pledge to support him first
of all in a caucus. Twenty-two union
republicans were sem to the legisla-
ture on a distinct Addielts platform.
Twelve evidently broke their pledge.
It was a bitter blow for the gas
man, but he was effectually blown
up by the powder trust, of which
concern Dupont is said to be the
heaviest stock holder.
It took but little time after the
caucus got down to work, although
it took two hours for the members 'o
reach that point. Weak brethren
waiting to be persuaded by one side
or the other, delayed organization
until after ii o'clock.\
At 11:10 p. m. it ,was announced
that the Dupont forces had scored
the first point by electing representa-
tive H. B. Conner of Dover as chair' side of Washington, and let the pay -
man and Senator John M. Menden- ing brick ordinarily used for the
hall of New Castle as county secre• street run clear up to the wall of
tary. Twenty minutes later Colonel the buildings on both sides of the
A. Dupont, who gave evidence of
his nterest In the proceedings by
staying in•Europe during the agita-
tion, was nominated.
General T. Coleman Dupont Was
t!IC field leadtr for the regulars and
he ,is as happy as a boy over the re-
sult. He mixed in with the crowds
in the gatehouse while the caucus
was on and whiepered to members at
the door while Alice and Layton
cooled their heels on the steps out
side, Addicks, who arrived in town
early in the evening, stuck closely to
has hotel, where he entertained the
faithful.
on one of the three wheeled veloci-
pedes used by the railroad men. Yes-
ter ay morning he wanted his wifet
an little two year old girl to go out
to : watch tower on the bridge to
keep him company, so placed them
in front of him on the velocipede and
started towards the bridge center. He
had gotten out onto that part of the
sAticturi righ over the water down
hit river, when a freight train that had
slipped up behind him without be-
ing heard struct the velocipede.
The rattle of the freight was drowned
in the noise made by the velocipede.
. 'iWith a crash the engine struck the
Wty, knocking the wife and baby
ater the side of the bridge. They
(Continued on Page Five.)
Makes Hot Addicks Speech.
There is no doubt the sad rem-
nants of the Addicks force will stick
to their compact and in spearate ses-
sions the two houses of the assem-
bly will elect Dupont senator tomor-
row for the term ending in rote The
joint session will be held on Wednes-
day.
Senator A. B. Connor, president
pro tern of the senate, was the onlly
teeny enthusiastic Addicks shouter
in sight today. In the caucus he
meek an impassioned speech for the
man who, as he said, ' deemed the
ORDINANCE COMMITTEE ORDERED MEASURE DRAFTED TO
THIS EFFECT IN ORDER TO OBVIATE POSSIBILITY OF
LMGATIDdri ARISING IN TH E FUTURE AS IN THE PAST—
BILL TO BE BROUGHT IN CREATING OFFICE OF
"ENGINEER" FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT — POLE RENTAL
MEASURE.
During a meeting of the ordinance '
committee for the council and alder- i
manic boards last evening there was '
'ocdered re-drafted and brought in in I
different form the measure providing
ifor improvement of Washington be-
tween First and Second streets. The
' new bill will provide for paving brick
in the street, and concrete sidewalks
ef the regulation width along both
' sides the thoroughfare.
; When it was decided to re-con-
I. struc this street the wholesale mer-
1
chants along there requested the city
legislators to do away with con-
crete sidewalks altogether on each
thoroughfare, so wagons could back
up to the buildings, and goods be un-
loaded from wagon into the doors of
the wholesale houses. Wagons coould
not drive up on concrete walks with-
out grinding them to pieces in a
short time.
The legislative boards decided to
do as the wholesalers requested and
let brick be where the sidewalks ran.
An ordinance to this etre t  &aft-
ed, but while being given its passages
by each board the appellate court of
the state decided against this city in
a suit filed several years ago by Con-
tractor Ed Terrell. At that time, a
few years back, the city ordered that
Washington from First street down
the levee to river's edge be improved
te grading and graveling. Instead
of graveling out the width of the
tercet, the authorities had gravel run
across where pavements should be,
up to the flour mill building on
side and the marine ways plant
orr, the other. The city ordered the
ristiine ways and flour milling com-
pany to pay for the gravel going over
where the pavements should have
been. They refused, and Contractor
Ttrrell sued for collection of the
money. The appellate court dis-
misssed the suit against the mill
arid ways people, and decided that
the city would have to pay for the.
t
gravel going over where the pave-
ments should have been, the judges
basing their opinion on the fact that
,tk abutting property owners could
lot be made pay for gravel where
11C was -
 (
Curtis Jett Has T
All Abut Assassinations
(Continued on Page Four.)
IN SPITE OF DENIALS, IT IS DISCOVERED THAT HIS CONFES-
SION HAS BEEN MADE, AND THAT IT WILL BE USED IN
JIM HARGIS' HEARING TOMORROW AT JACKSON.
Cynthiana, Ky., ifiune i2.—In spite
of denials, on the part offici3ls,
it is known that Curt Jett, jail;
here charged with the murder objirn.
Cockrell, has made a confession, and
that the document which it is rumor-
dared with some truth that the peo-
ple of Kent and Sussex wanted him
and prophesied political extinction
for the unionists who voted against
Boiled down, Connor's plea was
that Addicks had bought the goods
and it shoulld be delivered.
It is altogether likely that the
harmony proceedings will go ahead
and the two factions, who have cast
462 ballots in senatotial deadlocks
since tfies, will soon be one. Ad-
dicks has given his pledge to this
programme, his only proviso being
that Senator J. Frank Agee and Dr.
Caleb R. Layton, whom he brands
as "pariahs," shall be dropped from
cinsideration in the foundation of
what for more than a decade has
beep Delaware's will-o'-the-wisp--a
united republican party.
Uses $11,000,000 as Club.
All of Addicks' business transac-
tion or some one of them netted
Addicks Stt,doo,000 in cold cash and
no man, even with all the facts and
figures before him, can tell exactly
(Continued on I"nge Five.)
of Altarcom Cockrell and Dr. Cox and
the conspiracies responsi•ble for their
re* was cotitinued until the next
term of Mitt in order that he may
be taken to Jackson tonight to tes-
tify there tomorrow in the Hargis
hearing.
JETT WAS MERELY A TOOL 
is up in the safe in,
here to be used in'
the hearing of Jim Hargis' case at
ifacieson tomorrow on nie motion for
hail.
While nothing official can be learn-
ed about the contents of the coffee
eion, it is reported, on good author.;
ity that Jett has declared that the
tiestimony of Ewein, Mrs. Marcum.
and Mose Feitner is true. It is fur-
ther stated that he exonerates Alex
Hargis. but implicates several promi-
neni, Breathitt county men and some
others whose names have not yet
figured in the cases to any extent.
As a result of the confession, set/.
e:ral arrests will be made in 13:reathitt
county as soon as the men can be
caught, and this, it is stated, is tgel.
reason for preventing the confession
from becistning public. Jett'e state-
ment was made to Commonwealth's
Attorney Dearinean, former -County
Attorney Stanley Webster and a
stenographer.





iiccording to Confession Made in
Cynthiana.•
Winchester, Ky., June !2.---,Jetesi
confession is a fact in spite of de-
nials. It was made in Cythiana Sat-i
urdray and occupies many pages of;
knowledge of the Cox, Cockrell and
typewritten legal cap. It covers his
Marcum murders. It ;will say that B.
J. Ewan told -the truth in'every point,1
that Tom White told him that Most
Feltner's story was correct about thei
attempted ambushing of Marcum,i
that he was induced to take the part
he took in these crimes by &bells,!
giving their names and all the dc-
tail.. It is being closely guarded'
from the newspapers, but will be a
bomlyshell when it does get out.
lett will go to Jackson Wednesdey
tor testify in James Hargr'e' motion
*of hail, and 90111•C of it is liable to
edine out then. Tom White's. confes-
sion is being whispered around, but
can find nothing to confirm it. The
cntsfession is said to have been made
In the presence of Stanley 'Webster,




MR. POLLOCK, A BROADWAY
JEWELER, TOOK HIS BELAT-
ED EMPLOYE FOR A BOLD
BAD
FIRES THROUGH BLASS DOOR
NARROWLY MISSING CLERK
Chicago Authorit.a Request That J.
P. Colins, Carpenter, be Located in
This City—Two More Bicycles
Were Stolen, While Another Was
Found Lying at Fourth and Wash-
ington.
V.4.'ffies
VOL 23, .NO. 35
NO DATE SET
BY TRUSTEES
FOR SPECIAL SESSION TO




ALL THE PEOPLE SEEM
IN FAVOR OP MISS MORGAN
Name of Miss Blanche Ingram Was
Unintentionally Omitted From the
List of Teachers—Paducah Alumni
Associatioa Will Not Hold Meet-
ing Until This Afternoon.
Yesterday morning shortly before
o'clock Jeweler Pollocic, of Broad-
way near Seventh street, came near
shooting his clerk, thinking he was a
burglar trying to break into tne
place.
The jeweler and his clerk both
sleep in the store and Mr. Pollock
had reeirtd for the night. At late
hour the clerk came and was out-
side the front door, unlocking prepa-
ratory to entering. The noise awak-
ened the jeweler, and presuming that
the clerk was in his bed asleep, and
that the party at the door was a
burglar, the jeweler fired, but for-
tunately did not strike him, the bullet'
going a few inches Over his head. In
crashing out. the bullet went through
two of the plate glass windows in the
front of the establishment, knocking
big holes in them.
Suspected Whip Thieves.
For weeks past many people leav-
ing their buggies upon the streets for
a few moments, have come back to
their riga and found their whips
gone. Officer Lige Cross is confi-
dent that two little negro boys have
been doing the pilfering, and last
night he espied them in the alley be-
hind Ogilvie's store at Fourth and
Broadway. IA gentiatnan was with
the officer and both rushing up the
alley, caught one of the little rascals
but the other got away. The patrol-
man turned the captive over to the
gentleman, while be started after
the other kid, who simply "burned
the wind". Finally the officer over-
took the lad at Fifth and Jefferson
streets, and after giving the two a
good lecture, let them go on home.
Wheel Found.
Yesterday morning, shortly before
daylight, Lietitenant Thomas Potter
was telephoned that a stray bicycle
was standing beside the dye works,
at Fourth and Washington streets.
The lieutenant went around and took
possession of the bike, which is a
Cleveland make in good condition,
and can he recovered by owner by
calling at police headquarters and
identify:ng
Looidng for Collins.
Chief James Collins yesterday re-
ceived word from Chicago, asking
that one J. P. Collins be located if
Possible. who is thought to be in this
city. The information from Chicago
stated that Collins is a carpenter and
his whereabouts are desired in wind-
ng op the estate of some deceased
relatives who leaves him an interest
in the properties. The only J. P.
Gains shown by the city directory
ie the agent at 221 North Third
street.
-ThriETTvr d14 not go Itito the.e-
tails as to why his presence was de-
sired.
No date has yet been set for the
special session the school board will
probably hold fog the purpose of
electing the teachers of the colored
schools, and also to see if there can-
not be broken the deadlock regard-
ing the English teachership. At
Monday night's meeting Miss Emma
Morgan received six votes for re-
election, while the other six balloted
for Miss Margeret Hall of Illinois
to take the place.
Many people were yesterday heard
to remark that they heartily approved
the action of the six members in re-
fusing to let Miss Morgan be Owned
out, while not one was heard to ex-
press a desire to see another take
her place, therefore it is evident her
strvices are satisfactory to the cosa-
munity which epaintains and pays for
the schools. One of her truste
friends yesterday said that he, an
the other five for her, would ne
give in, therefore that no teacher
the English would be elected u
°some one of the nix against
change their position.
This trustee expressed the J ideathat the 4e, if . sot broken b those
opposing 'her, meant that t e con-
troversy would last until the first
of next yeir, whea new trustees come
in, and then Miss Morgan would be
r(-elected,.. e
Name Left Out.
Yesterday morning there was un-
intentionally omitted the name of
Miss Blanche Ingram from the list
of teachers employed for the pebne
schools the night before by the
trustees during their meeting at the
Washington building on West Broad-
way. Her name waa on the list rec-
ommended for employment, and she
was elected, but left out in publica-
tion of the proceedings. She is one
of the most popular and efficient in-
structors in the corps, this being her
second year in the service.
Granting Certificates.
During the meeting of the board
Tuesday night it was reported that
Miss Mary 0. Murray should be
issued a certificate, duplicating the
original document that she lost, and
which shows she made a percentage
sufficient to permit of teaching in the
schools. When the duplicate was
ordered issued, nothing was said as
to the kind of document it was, when
it should have been explained that it
was a certificate for the high school
department work. This entitles her
to instruct in that branch if elected.
Alumni Association.
The meeting announced for yes-
t rday by the Paducah Alumni asso.
More Wheels Stolen.
The "bicycle thief" continues to
puzzle the police, who daily receive
reports showing the robber continues
diligently at his work. Yestrday
morning Willie Fredoick informed
the department. that the night before
he went down to French's floating
palace and left his bike out on the
levee. When he went for it someone
had stolen the bicycle.
J'. C. Farley, Jr.. notified the offi-
cers that his wheel had been stolen
from in front of the Lang drug store
on Broadway near Second street.
Born With Grips.
Chief Collins was yesterday tele-
phoned by some one elat two small
boys were seen going out the. Cairn
nike, each with a gtio in his hand.
The party telephoning suspected they
were lads who were. running away
from Some, but as the authorities
cot+, not overtake the boys, and had
no information of any runaways,
nothing could be done.
.
een xe or t is after-
noon, at which time the year book,
and other matters will be disposed of.
MAY CONSOLIDATE CITIES
Voters of Pittsburg and Allegheny to
Decide it Today.
Pittsburg, Pa., Jane la—Almost as
much interest and excitement as
characterized the last city election is
evident in the special election to be
held in this city and Allegheny to-
morrow, when the electors of the two
cities will vote upon the consolida-
tion of the two cities made nedessary
by the passage of the "Greater Pitts-
burg" act in the legislature, .For
weeks "Greater Pittsburg" organiza-
tions have been holding mass meet.
ings in various eietione of the two
cities.
Indicted Official Olives Bondi
Terre Haute, Ind., June I
liana Clark, former county treasurer
who is indicted for the embezzle.
merle of $78,000, came bads from a









W. R. Hudnell Was Dismissed of
the Warrant Charging His Cow
With Running at Large.
James Vanhorn and Will Williams,
olored, )..vtre both held to the grand
Jury yesterday morning in the police
court by Judge Sanders on the charge
of robbing Clarence Ferguson, white,
Monday morning at First and Jef-
ferson streets. Both were put under
$500 bond, and being unable to exe-
cute it, they went to jail. Ferguson
claims the two darkies met him on
the levee at this point and covering
him with a pistol, took his $10.50.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging W. R. Hudnell with letting
a cow run at large.
Frank Campbell, colored, was fined
$eo and costs for getting drunk and
then coming out upon the streets
end using bad and loud language.




MAY SETTLE DATES THI.
EVENING.
The Annual Memorial Ceremonies
for the Odd Fellows Will be Con-
ducted Next Sunday.
•
This evening the Knights of Co-
Inmbus hold their weekly meeting in
their hall on North Fourth street
and durir g the ese (1, there come-
asaip the question of settling the
date for holding the big meeting at
which time there will be initiated the
large class, followed with a banquet
in the hall. The local brethren want
t to occur on the 24th instant, but
abate deputy has not yet signified
ether this will be convenient to
. He comes with his degree
m to conduct the initiatory work
Building Company.
board of directors for the Ma-
and Odd Fellows' building com-
pany held a meeting last evenin
g, at
which time the regular busines
s be-
fore them was transacted.
Annual Memorial.
'The Odd Fellows of this city 
hold
their annual memorial services
 next
Twunday afternoon at Oak Grove 
cem-
etery. The Mlechanic.sburg 
lodge
imarelres down to the Fr
aternity
building where it joins Mangum 
and
Ineeside, all of which then proceed
afoot down Broadway to the 
river
to welcome the Metropolis 
and
Brookport lodges that comet over 
to
participate. The combined bod
ies
then go to the cemetery, where
 Col-
onel Joe Potter will he master 
n•
ceremonies and read. the memorial
proclamation, while Mr. Charles
• Smith is grand marshal
. At the
graves Rev. Calvin Thompson of
 this
city, speaks on "Fraternity" 
while




McCracken Circul Coett. George D.
Heyman, etc.. Plaint;:.s, vs. Equity,
Nathan Heyman, etc. defendants.
Ordered that this action be referr
ecl to Cecil Reed Master Cornm's•
sioner of the McCracken Circuit
Coutt to lake proof of assets and
liabilities of the estate of Rosa Hey-
min, deceased, and all persons hav-
ing claims against said estate are re-
d file the
same before • said commissioner, on
or before the tst day of the next
September term of said court, or they
will be forever barred from assert-
ing .any claim against the assets in
the hands of Nathan Heyman, execu-
tor of said estate unadministered.
and all persons are hereby enjoined
and restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate except
through this snit, and it is ordered
that this order be published in the
Paducah Daily Register as required
by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the 5th day of June.
OPEN BIDS,
THE FIRE COMMITTEE SET
JUNE 20th AS THE TIME.
The Painters and Plasterers are Now
at Work upon the South Side Ad-
dition.
The joint fire committee has set
June 20th as the date for bids to be
ceeened for the 3,000 feet of new
hose to be, pnrchavel_ for the fire de-
partment. The factories have been
notified of the date so they can send
their representatives to quote prices,
while those not dispatching their men
here will put in a bid. The lowest
house, considering the quality of
hose, will be given the contract to
furnish the hose that is badly needed
on account of much of the old supply
bursting during the Seventh and
Flournoy street fire several weeks
ago.
South Side Addition.
Yesterday Contractor Ingram fin-
ished the addition to the Fourth and
Elizabeth street department house.
Now the plasterers, painters and
others will be there until some time
next week doing thei,r part of the
work, before the entire improvement
is completed.
When completed the horses are
bought and the fire engine will be
moved from Central station to the
Fourth and Elizabeth street.
Men Stationed.
Monday ntght Russel Hughes was
elected by the commissioners to a
position in the fire department ser-
vice. Yesterday Chief Woods put
him at the Tenth and Jones street
department to take the place of Har-
vey Allen, who resigned. William
Leonard was put at the Tenth and
Clay street branch to fill the plaee
made vacant when Syd Gilbert re-
signed.
Tennesse Street Lot.
North west corner Tenth street.
Tenth street is too feet wide and isto
be extended los feet wide to Broad-
way. The above lot is a bargain at
$1.000 cash. Lot 74)(163 feet.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency




Initative and Referdum the Only
Sure Preventive of Ring Rule—Th
Fear of It Alone Deprives the
Grafters of power For Harm.
Where the people have had the op-
portunity of showing their dislike of
political hossea and corrupt party
machines they have ruthlessly over-
turned these excrescences of popular
government. But V? prevent their
growth in the future will be the test
of the people's sovereignity, and that
is tic real question of today. Thie
first step is to,popularize the govern-
ment by increasing the power of 
the
voters so that their representatives
will legislate according 'to the popu-
lar will instead of at the dictation of
political bosses who in turn are con-
troled by core/orations and those
bolding or seeking special privile
ges
at the expense of the people.
• eet2..• r:,(! i•
si-mple one, that will defeat boss rule
for all time, and that is the cheek lip-
on corruption and grafting through
the optional Tefe7enclum and the
red initiative, With the opinion of de-
a -o e rtsoi the facts of
their representatives • he seeere 'lave
the veto power instead of the veto
Teeing in one man, which hes nroved
in most instances quite inefficient in
protecting the public. Take the or-
dinary governor of of a state or the
president of the United States, an
he is the head of a party machine,
and for him to use the veto power
on legislation, however vicious, that
a majority of the representatives of
his party have enacted' would lead to
his overthrow or "a split in the
party. All party leaders dread to be
responsible for a "split." Therefore
the veto is used sparingly or not at
all and has been an absolute failure
1906..
J. A. MILLER. Clerk.
By W. C. KIDD, D. C.
HENRY BURNETT, Attorney.
BUY AUTOMOBILE.
Mt. Henry Arenz, the commission
broker, has gone to Chicago to order
a new automobile to take place of the
one destroyed several nights ago by
fire aslresult of the gasoline reser-
voir explod•ng while he was probing
,through the faucet witfi a match
which ignited.
The frame of the old machi s
worth nothing and Mr. Arenz g
to the Foreman novelty % wor
the icrepliron •
But where the people have taken
the veto power in their own hands
the ease bat been vastly different,
power to demand a referendum vote
on any ouestinnable bill that it has
resulted in but few measures being
enacted that have raised any ques-
tion of their being vicious. It has
been found by experience that the
repeesentatives of the people under
the r ferendlum systerine have been
careful In legislating so that
been seldom neeest to in-rt 
more
it ha
voice the the people's v't he ref-
17$ 
1•••• estrum.
18V•hat a vast improvement there-, .
.e is bresaght about by the fear of
Hot ther
hoods Sale
THE REAL HOT WEATHEF IS WI
TH US NOW AND YOU
DOUBTLESS NEED LIGHTER WEAR
ING APPAREL. TO MAKE
IT POSSIBLE FOR YOU TO DR
ESS WITH COMFORT WITH AS
LITTLE EXPENSE AS POSSI
BLE WE HOLD THIS SALE OF
GOODS ESPECIALLY ADA




on fine sheer lawn, different patte
rns
59-
Metaal Covered Trunks  $2.75.
Steamer Trunks  $2,5o to $10
Canvas Covered Trunks $3.50 to $35
Suit Cases, cloth covered, $1.25 a
nd
$1•50.
Suit Cases, leather covered, $3.5o to
$12.
Long White Moves.
All sizes from 5 1-2 to 7 of wh
ite
Lisle glove, elbow lengths, 75c.
Linen, Lawn. •
Extra special values in this popu-
lar waist material, perfect w
eave
Ask for the grade that we sell at 25:
Embroidered Swiss.
Exceptionally fine and sheer.
guaranteed perfect in every respect,'
per yard, 35c.
India Linen.
Pure white, exceptionally soft and
even, 3o in. wide. You have the
grade that we often paid 20c for
sell not at, 12 1-2C.
Wash Chiffon.
45 inches wide, the sherest, softest
material you ever saw, especially for
summer dresses, per yard, 25c.
Turnover Collars.
Embroidered in pretty designs, so
patterns in lot very special values
at 8c.
Silk Ribbon.
Pure, all silk ribbon in No. so, to
and 8o, from 2 1-4 to 4 inches wide
any color yau want, loc.
Valenciennes Lace.
Imported Valenciennes lace 
in
many new pattern!, from 7-8 to 2 3-4









"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
THREE1 tin erwood, Typewriter Co.,.MONTHS FOR 25 CENTS.
We can accept subscripti-ins for
the Delineator for three months
 for
25 cents. To secure it, the 
;:ubscrip-
tion must conursence with 
the July
number. If not a regular 
robscriber
it will no doubt pay you to 
give it a
three months' trial.
L B. Ogilvie lb Co.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
the referendum being invoked and 
b) I
its use.
The president of the United Sta
tes
and the governor of states have the
right to recommend legislation—a
limited initiative—but how trasch oft-
ener the most reasonable and nec
es-
sary tr ec °mine nd alb° r.11.4Igs. ign
ored
by the representatives of the 
people
than promptly enacted into law.
There is where the political boss,
the corporations and the special 
priv- 1
ilegists again show their power by
coercing the legislative bodies to de-
fy or ignore the recommendations
 of
the executive. But with the pow
er
to initiate laws in the hands of ,thu,
people their representatives are com-
pelled to act by either Taring the
proposed law or substitutink an
other
or by perfecting by amendment t
he
original measure. That is improved
representative government. f
or
through this dirsct initiative the pe
o-
ple can compel their rrprcsenta
tives
to consider the measnre 
petitioned
for, which must go to a r
eferendum
vote, with the substitute. or 
amended
4-111, land •Iite voters decide 
which
shall become 'the law.
That is the direct initiative 
that
no boss or corpciration or 
corrupt
lobby can prevent being used to 
ob-
tain desired legislation. and 
until the
people have the power eo
veto such
as they dislike the political bo
ss vet
hold them in thraldom and 
popular
government .fee only in na
me.—Ex-
change.
Illinois and one each from New
York, Pennsylvania and Puertio Rico
—but with abbsolutely no representa-
tion from the entire regit south 
of
the Potomac and west of the Missis-
sippi! And his argument resulted in
an increase of the delegation 
to
seven members, "with all seCtions of
the country to be represented," and
in a raising of the apptopriation from
lF5o,000 to $75,000
Senator Daniel's prote•! was time
ly—based on a truth tha! is deeply
significant, but too often ignored,
albeit not always purp, .ly or d
e-
libefaitElpsrand the sena: • • was ob-
vi!ottelViMpronied by his suggestion
ayst /argument, for it acq
uiesce('
ptdittptly in both. Uncoro•-iously, for
the most part, we norCi of "t
he
line" often display more of the old
'alter-the-war" spirit the -i do our
felThw-countrymen whose lot ha'
been cast south ot it. The Issues that
made the politics of the late sixties
are all heriecl and long since decay
ed.
and down in Dixie one rarely hear.
anything of them. The southrons ar,
'far too busy with developing and ex-
panding the vast resources of their
,regilm. with making money and
'tory, to give much thought to a day
that is dead. But the parts- that has
only twice lost control of the fed-
C mient in the act forty-s'e
years is far too apt to at e p
tical spirit)/ominate all its policies
andacts—is too prone sometimes to
forget that the "war is over." Is it
not time," asked the Virginia senator.
"that we should recognize the fact
that the things upon which we 
differ
in politics constitute only a small
percentage of American affairs?"
The partisan United States sena
tor
caw the force of the rebuke instantly
and had too much sense to take un-
brage at it. The whole country will
appreciate it. And the incident ough'
to quicken the public conscience in
a matter that never was and never




Senator Daniel Says There Is




"There are ten or twelve states in
th•s union of ours that are not ad
e-
quately represented in the higher
against bad legislation in one mans spheres of American life. The man
hand. I who says that there is not in the
south good material for any public
mission is nothing less than a nar-
row-minded bigot."
The words are those of United
States Senator Daniel of Virginia.
They were spoken on the floor of the
chamber in the course of a debate
on an item in the' urgent deficiency
bill providing for the appointment
and the expenses of five United
States delegates to the international
conference of American republics to
meet in Rio Janeiro next July. The
Virginian was moved to utter them
because this delegation was "slated"
to be made up of two men from
BRIDGE FIRM ASSIGNS
,
Cincinnati, 0., June it—The suits
filed in almost every every county
 of
Ohio against the Brackett Br
idge
company, alleging violation of the
Valentine antitrust law and collusion
with other bridge builders, resulted 
in
the filial* of involuntary bardiruptcy
proceedings against the company by
creditors -ih the United States 
dis-
trict coati here today. The total
liabilities .,are said to be more than
$1'00.000.
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY
.
fa;




ALAI, Tul'ItW,co zracgrz itil .h it ;;Jzitt:
BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world. •
DO NOT Bur A DIOTOLE
frost awl
St a., cria,
Or on airy Ii441 of terns, until you bare received our complete Free 
t
legume mostrialog end describing every kind of high-grade a
nd low
bicycles. old patteras and latest models, and learn of our retnar
i.aLle
"Incas and wonderful bow eillswar=possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemes's
WE/IIIP ON NOIIWNI. reftliewf a end deto
ur Tay the Freight stpo
allow 10 Days rye* and make other liberal terms whi
ch 
house in the world will do. You will Learn everything and get
 mu h vale
able information by shoos writing us • postal.
We heed • Ilkikie trial? is every town and can affer an orportu
nit3
to snake money to suits e young men who apply at once.
$8.0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES Cs N LY
c. • per pair. "'" .80   $4141PPriee
To introduce








(Caen WITIC °morn s4.6e)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
11)5.No
tiee the thick robber tread
 
PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. "A" and puncture strips "B"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can and "Lk" also
 ries strip
be oalcanized like any other tire. 
to provost rim cutting. Tilde
tem
Two Hundred Thousand pales Now In wind use. Over 
will outlast any other
easko--SOFT, SLAwile and
r,eventy-fiva Thersand pales sold last year. BABY B.LDINU.
DESCRIPTION, Made in all sizes. It
 is lively and easy riding, very durable anti lined 'midst
with a special quality of rubber, which never becom
es porous and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to esaipe. We have hu
ndreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tire haireonly been pumped up once or twice in • whole
 season. They •reigh no more th•a
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting q
ualities being giveit by several layers of th m
prepared labile on the treed. That "Holding B
ack' sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft rowan is oteroonie by the patent "bas
ket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the roa
d thniovercoming all tuctios. The regular price of these
tires is PI sn per pair, but for advertising yorp
oses we are making • special factory price to the rider
of only $4.Fin per pair. All orders shipped sam
e day letter is received. We ship C 0.0 on approval.
You do not pa) • cent until you have exam
ined and found them strictly as represented.
We will allow is cash discount of 3 per cent (t
hereby making the price 54.63 per pate, if von send
FULL CA/ill WITH ORDEt: and enclose t
his advertisement. we will also send tile nickel
plated brass band pump and to Sampson m
etal puncture closers oss full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to he used in ease of Intentional knife cuts or heav
y gashes). Tine to be returned
et OUR expense if for any reason they 
are not satisfactory on examinstion.
We are perfectly reliable and money seat to es is as safe as in •
 bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker, Itzpreas or Freight Agent or the Edi
tor of this ;Paper about us. If you order a pair o(
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier„ ru
n faster, wear better, last longer mid kook
Ener than any lire you have ever used or seen at any price. We kn
ow that you will be so wtll pleased
that when you want • bicycle you will give us y
our order. We want you to send us a small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
ochisnrFt-eimiars,buth-,:rzitrat:br4fettePV:Indir;t:Itsaantdhoriri7. 
ani
prices charged by dealers and repair num. W
ritc for our big SUN71:(1)14/ Fra;1171c.0F, Ivo
DO NOT WAIT bicycle or nuspaair of 
postal
lest from aliny)tane until you know the .44
wonderful offers we are making. It only 
costs • postal to learn everything. Write it l'i 
OW.




Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full lint d
Garden Hose, Nozzels, Sprinkling Sled&
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down t he dust.
.Hannan
Both Phones not. IV South Fourth St., 
325 Kentucky Avenge. '
Paducah Transfer Company.
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd
 and Monroe
and Household Goods. Both
 'Pho 14a









, prevent those with whom you live or
work or associate from spitting on
carpeta or floors of the house, the
oifiCe or slie,wii?rksitoss. .1,Jse every
codeavor to cattse the ististimptive
with whom you live, work or associ-
ate tp proper,ly diapose of:his sputum.
11 you are a afoinan do not wearINFORMATION DISSEMINATED :kirts w,4hich sweep the sidewalks of
BY A TENNESSE.E BOARD— the spit of the consumptive and other
filth and thus carry disease into theNO SPIT, NO CONSUMPTION. house. Don't put into your mouth
money or articles which have been
promiscuously handled by others.persons Infected Should See to it Don't put yotrr finger in your mouth
That They do not Spread the Dis• or nostrils unless it is perfectly clean.
Don't neglect to wash your handsease—Early Diagnosis Necessary, before you eat. Keep the body clean.
,Ba!he frequently, Exercise daily in
!the open air in cold weather or in
warm. Walking, rowing, swimming,
cycling golfing, horseback riding or
other exercises causing deep breath-
ing are all of advantage if practiced






IN THE SYSTEM CtF erOVERN- STREET FAKER AT DAIWILLE
MG SAYS JANE ADAMBS. SAID TO HAVE DONE STUNTS
THAT SURPRISED THE NA.
The two points at which got/aril-1 TIVES.
mein is developing most rapidly at:
the present moment anq naturally the.
two in which it generally exercises Stuck Big Hat Pin Through Herits function.-is relation to the vicious
and in relation t3 the poor .and e-
pendent. Wound Up on Rough on Rats.The juvenile cours which the large
Neck—Eat Box of Tacks and
As recently stated in the Banner 
cities are inaugurating are suppliedthe Davidson County Board of 
A Danville corrspondent sends the
with probation officers, whose duty itHealth has adopted resolutions re- is to ericdurage the wavering vir- foitowini—iii-Odest 'lititi-iinicriii " the
, I lquiring all cases of consumption to tees of the wayward boy to keep Courier-Journal which a confiding
tv: r cT),irted and instructing the health 
him out of the police courts, with public is expected to believe:
iutficer to st:nd suitable inetructiuna tl.cir consetiunca Penal institutions 1 -11. W. Johnson, a street seller of
'to all such persons. In accordance Early Diagnosis. —a real recog-nizat ion of social obli- , key rings, being financially em-
with this resolution the city health i "The early symptom) of consump_ gation. 
lharrassed in Danville, gave an ex-
.officer, Dr. S. E. Cox, has prepared tion are chronic coughs, malaise, As the juvenile courts are begin- hibition in the courthouse yard by
-a pamphlet on the subject which he rapid pulse, slight fever afternoons, Ding to take intenest in the social, which he puzzled the physicians and
'U now sending out and giving as loss of weight, night sweats, some- life of a child in order to prevent ar- L.3 atanders.
wide circulation as possible. It 's times spitting blood, cn- hemorrhage. rest, on the sonic principle the re- I "He purchased a dozen hat pins at
lull of valuable information which form schools, are inaugurating theis millinery store and stuck one corn-
If you have any of the foregoing
most advanced education is azricu.1-1
. every citizen should have, says the 
pletely through his neck, another
symptoms, consult a competent phy- ..114ashville Banner. ; sician at once and have him to ex- 
foreign 
arts.ture and manual 
 , JV'.1 ...a through his jaws and still anotherparent comes. from time to! ,
The resolations referred to are as amine a specimen of your sputum .1through his arms. It took the corn-time to Hull House asking that his . . -
fclIchvs: ' land ascertain if it contains the tiber- boy be sent to a school to learn 
farrn-Itsnen enorts of Sheriff George
. "Be it resolved, That hereafter all cular germs. 
ing, basing kis request upon the fact 
Coulter, Detective Thomas Helm andrs
physicians attending peons suffer- I 'Do it now. Your hope of core de- that his neighbor's boy has been se Col. Robert Evans to push the bignt
y.in through Johnson's neck. With
itag with 'pulmonary tuberculosis' in pends largely on early diagnosis. and to "a nice green country place."
Davidson cavity, outside of the city on following the advice of your phy. is carefully explained that the neigh- the pin -in his neck he delivered an
..1iniits of Nashville, be in:prised to re- sician faithfully. 
bor's boy was bad and was arrested address upon scientific questions andiport same th the county Isealtk office. 1
i 
"Don't moisten your finger or and sent away on account of his spparently was free from pain.
"Be it further resolved, That the thumb with your saliva when you badness, and it is • ble "After removing the pins John-quite posm
-tatinty health fficer aveu en h s itabl  i
i  o _ turn the leaves of a book or handle sometimes to make clear to the mn Ion swallowed a box of carpet tacks
Ifo.mation for consumptives and those money or papers. that the c;ty assumes that he is look- and for his supper ate a quantity of
Jiving with them printed and cause I "The confinement of large numbers •ing out for himself and taking care of rough-on-rats. He declared that no
same to be mailed or delivered to all of children in schools unquestionably 
kind of poison had any effect upon
his own boy. but it ought to be fur-persons reported to the health offica makes a school room a source of ther possible to make him see that if los system whatever. After receiving
( • at Hering with consumption, and to danger from contagious or infectious he feels that his son needs the edu-i liberal contributons from bystanders
have all houses disinfected after the diseases. A susceptible child exposed cation of a farm that it lies with.)chn,on left for his home in Erie,
recovery, removal or (loath of a !con- I :0 consumption is exceedingl4y liable him to agitate the subject and to P4*"
filatptive person; also the health of- to contract the disease, vote for the candidate who will se-1fiver shall require the head of tits i ''No teacher known to be afflictel core such schools. He might well General Baptist Association Rich-
household to report to the health with consumption shoulld teach in a look amazed were this advice tend- mond, Kentucky.
-office whenever a consumptive school, 
reed him, for these questions have• changes his or her residence, so that I "No pupils known to be afflicted never been presented to him to votethe vacated house can be disinfecte& w•th consumption should attend upon.ford a continued record be kept of the school. . 'Because he does not easily dis-infectedI "No employe known to be afflicted coos the tariff or other remote sub-
person." 
to Richmond on June 24 and 25 with
!with consumption should be allowed subjects which the political parties
In the parnpniet 'it tootructions Dr. I 
final return limit of July 5th, Igo&
i to work in the school. present to him from time to time
'Cox says: 
t at a rate of one fare plus 25 cents
'The school-room should be well we assume that he is not to be for the round trip. The Southern
Comnaunication of Consumption. Isentilated. The,best uses should be trusted to vote on the education of
,railway has two trains daily for
"The chief mode of communication
• oi consumption is from the dried t 'snow
made of the poorest facilities of yen- his child. The ancestors of this 
Richmond, in connection with the L.same jimni"The school room should, be flush=
cd with fresh air during the inters
mission by opening windows and seemed valuable teci them. ,doors. Again, we build enormous city hos-"Children should not be pertained hale and almshouses for the defective
.aputum of consumptives. The germs
of consumption, which arc the cause
•o: the diseases exist by the million
in the sputum which may be hawked
or coughed up and cast upon the
adewalk, the floors of the. public to use any pencil or other article be and dependent, but for that greathalls, workshops and all public build- longing td another, which is liable to mass of people just beyond the lineings, or upon the floors or carpets be out in the mouth, from which they are constantly re-in dwellings; in fact any place where' 'thildren shoalld not be permitted cruited we do practically nothing.the consumptive chooses to spit. 
"No spit, no consumption. Chi]. ermnental ftmctios which would snin-
I to spit on the floor. i Wk are afraid of the notion of gov-"When the sputum becomes dried
on, the germs which it contains in &en should be instructed to rinse the later to the primitive needs of the-enormous numbers mingle with ths lechool drinking cup before using. In people, although we are quite readyair and dust of the building, ani c'ties having running water supplies, ,to care for him whom misfortune ormay be breathed into the lungs, and the use of any drinking cop, except disease has made the exception.thug infect susceptible persons, one !that belonging to the individual child.' It 2 s really the rank and file, them 
i
•consu ptive spreading the disease to shoulid not be permitted. School . average citizen, who s ignored b.),many others. The danger is increas• !authorities should install drinking f government, while he works out his•ed by the great vitality of the germs, faucets with a constant upward flow real problems through other agencieswhich exist for a long time after dry-
I .from which the children can drink scolded and is  for staying at here
'
ing and mixing with the dust. ,curectly. These prevent contagion. i ton election iday. —Pane Adams tn"The minute drops of sputum ,The use of the individual drinking New Yorkt World."%ilk+ consumptives expel when !cos, is recommended where the up-•coughiag also contain germs of con- 'ward flow faucet is not available.semption. It will thus be seen that I "Children should be instructed tothe consumptive who is able to•be carefully wash before using all whis-.about and goes from place to place ties or other instruments or toys pur--and spits on the sidewalk, in the chased in shops or from hawkers onstreet Cars or on the floors of Polo' the streets which may have been putAsJildings, the workshop and the like,
may be a far greater menace to the
lives of others than the consumptive
.who is confined to his dwelling.
"The germs of consumption will
often be found among dust and dirt
in tenements and. other dwellings,
-where they may retain their vitality
for months; also in cast off clothing.
Dampness, darkness, dirt and dust
serve as a refuge for the germs of
-consumption.
in the mouths of would-be purcnasers
or of vendors displaying their wares.
"Unclean, dusty floors harbor dis-
ease germs, and are very common
carriers for contagion.
"The' floors of school-rooms shouldbe scrubbed frequently.
"The floors of school rooms should
be wet before sweeping with sawdust
saturated with Standard DisinfectantNo. 3; which is inexpensive.
'The desks and seats and window"The most certain method of pre- ledges should be washed frequently'venting the infection of consumption with the same disinfectant.is the destruction of the sputum of "The entire school room should bethe consumptive. Not only the safety I disinfected at least once every three.of the people, but the safety of the months.ipatient himself, requires that the 'iChildren should breathe throughsputum be destroyed before it can ;their nostrils. If a child is a mouth---8“tvt---ent solsPer4intivf -4444tiee4W0-41ried b. e at hei, t taci.e, rhuuld.and mingle with the dust of dwell- attention of the parents to the factsings, office, factories and other places that the conditions predisposes towhere human beings congregate. 'nasal or bronchial catarrh and, pos-
.
To Avoid Consumption. f sibly pulmonary complications."The important points in the pee- ! 'Stooped and crampd posture ofvention of consumption are pure air. the child compresses the chest andtanitary surroundings, an abundance
of light and fresh air and cleanliness
in the dwelling, office and workshop,
proper clothing, good food, properly
cooked, moderate rest and recreation,
avoidance of all excesses; in other
words, moderate living. 'Mc execs
sive use of alcoholic liquors lowers
vitality, favors infection and hastens
a fatal termination.
g`Nto spit, no consumption., If you
'yourself are afflicted with consump-
tion (and you may be without know-
ing it) your spitting on the floors of
your apartments may cause a further
Infection of your own lungs. Con-
sumptives frequently recover from ,
their disease, without any treatment i
-whatever when removed from the I
sources of infection. Join in the 1
anti-spit crusade. Favor the enact-
'merit and enforcement of laws pro-
hibiting spitting on sidewalks, on
floors, in street cars or -other con-
veyances.
"Do ,everything in your power to
account ut. taa C::neral Associa-
tion of Kentucky I3altlists, the South-
ern railway will sell xcursion tickets
from stations on its line in Kentucky
grant Trotn tue nays 
81 N. railroad from Versailles. Itbows and arrows, doubtless tanght
is expected that all of the Baptisttber children those activities which
delegates will leave Louisville at 3:3o
p. m. June 26th, reaching Richmond
at 8:o5 p. m. same date.
If desired this train can be taken
at Fourth avenue at 3:50 p. m. This
party will be joined by Baptists_ from
Shelbyville, Lawrenceburg and other
peints en route. It is expected that
the party will be sufficiently large so
t1-.at arrangements can be made to
run coaches through from Louisville
to Richmond without change. This
train leaving Louisvile at 3:30 p. m.
is a daily train. Morning train leaves
Louisville at 6:30 a. in. daily reaching
Richmond at t t :15 a. m.
A number Baptists from Owens-
boro and other points in the westarn
part of the state will also join the
party leaving Louisville on the 26th.
Tickets and additional information
can be secured by calling on,
A. R. Cook, C. P. & T. A., 2344Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, D. P. A., 234
Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Or any agent of the Southern Rail-
Grand opening Ball.
Ozark Hotet, osseat Springs, Ill.,—
The new management of the Ozark
Hotel, Creel Springs, Ill., will give
an opening ball and banquet on
Friday night, June 15, too6, and ex- way
i tends a hearty invitation to all the
old and new patrons. Opening Crow Indian Reserve-
tion--Tickets will be sold to Sheri-
dan Wyo., Billings and Miles City,
Monk. Dates of sale June to to 26,
too& inclusive, final limit July toth,
roo6. Round trip rate $29.9o.
MRS. DAN'L HARKNESS, Prop.
—Trade your old bicycle In and
get a new one from Williams'
Bicycle Co.
Mrs. Pat O'Brien and daughtrs,




L. O. STEPHENSON. .
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO •
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES 
303-205 S. THIRD ST.NO. no
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 31511roadway  
,Miss Lucyette Soul went Monday
to visit in Frankfort, Ky.
• • 1.....
prevents natural breathing, predispos-ing to Weak and diseased lungs. This'may be largely overcome by proper-ty constructed seats and desks suitedto the size of the child.
"Not onlly the children, but the
teachers should go out of doors dur-ing recess unless the weather bestormy. This out 'dooring is neces-I sary,for the child; it is also desirable
for tbe teacher and, in many cases,absolutely necessary."
' Following this, Dr. Cox gives spec-ial instruction to consumptives and_gives spcial formulas for the disin-
fectants he mentions.
Clood Test of the Dog.
Suburbanite (to visitor)—Oh. how
are you? Come right in. Don't mindthe dog.
Visitor—Bin won't lie bite?
Subtigbanite—That's just what
want to see. I only bought ch.
watchdog this infrning.—La Rite.
1
4
We have on hand
ForSaJe:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
r 51/4 Horse Power Motor.
a 8 Horse Power Motor.
a to Horite PoWer Motor,
I 200 "Jett Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.










for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT, OLD PlioligNEW PHONE g34. 
• PADUCAH, KY.
WIT APE NOW slmwr,Tr; Tr T'''"r• VALUES IN WALLPA•PER '111AT La V .L.L( 41..Z •
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TOOFFER YOU. - •••=.6 girt. Q.* s.—
Ill t=l3Stintnantrt=====
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at ao cents per roll, we will sell for
x5c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc.•.Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
4-1i00.1.00.koP*4
Cu LEE. 315 hay. /
J E. COULSON,
P IMMO.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.








PADUCAH REAs. EsTA'r4:,. wrsTERN KENTUCKY FARill BAIRMONTHLY PAYMENT. LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE 3ST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
WjIG A Ili W. WWI in..21701LilFriko.."..
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block.
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Three Months .  
  rae
One Week  
 .so
Anyone failing to recei
ve this paper
regularly should report
 the matter to
The Register office a
t once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.




Louisville has4iven the stric
t ob
servance of the Sabbath four 
week's
trial and it does us good t
o read
about the new qrder of slin
gs being
so cheeefeity scceptiti by • the 
people
, of thqa city; and to note 
the. confi-
dent 'prediction of the 
Louisville
Herald that "no power on the 
soil Of
Kentucky can ever again br
ing back
the old-time Senscielle of 
demoraliza-
tion, disintergrarion and 
deteriora-
tion." if, lwre is one thing
 that we
., I
desire ‘4iIgm flogriah in th
is country
is a •ddeli reverence for th
e Sabbath.
Tharstay when all men may
 lay aside
business cares and worries 
and en-
joy a day of peaceful 
rest. The
Creator has ortkiined that m
an *hall
rest one day in seven, and. He
 knows
best. It is only the 
unscrupulous
man in search of the dollar 
and the
n of vicious mind who woul
d fain
ave no curb put upon him
 for the
Ice of the dollar or to gratif
y his
elfish spirit. 'A true Ameri
can Sab-
th observed according to the
 dic
es of a thinking mind will 
make
a strong and a happy peo
ple. To
industrious man it comes 
as a
en of rest for the weary body 
and
and ambles him to cont
em-
the glorits of creation a
nd to
&le sipreat Creator. A tie
observance of the day has an
 elevat-
ing influence and make
s man better.
The Louisvile Herald in conw
nent-





everylkhere file the low dives.
 Louis-
ville has shaken the thing 
for good
and aye. The Old, wide-open 
Sunday
• S.
• . , .
Art • ma • s •••••••ass 41111WlywaC,••• L. VI • p•S,
-Cotswnitts 
The Democratic State 
Central





the member from the Te
nth district
was detained by the jaile
r of Breath- MRS. M. D. 
KELLY APSTER
itt courstt,-, in order that
 he man LONG ILLNESS WITH CAN
-




The more it is considered th
e more
i-markable it appears that t
he presi-
cent held in reserve the 
report of
the agricultural department 
concern-
mg the packing house cond
itions un-
til it was requested by th
e house
vininittet .havg the, matt
er under
irvestigation, while he .start
led -tte
iirtion—it might be said the
 world—
with the surprising state
ment of
Messrs. Neill and Reynolds
. What
these gentlemen told was 
much less
th.orough, less specific in 
detail, less
portant than the departmen
t report
and it dealt in generalities 
in a spirit




! ert was not intended for 
publication.
'hie investigation on wh
ich it was
fi nded was made • by Joh
n R. /doh-
!: • chief of the Pathologi
cal division,
Rice P. Stedden, the chi
ef inspector
of the bureau of animal i
ndustry and
George C. McCabe, the ge
neral solici-
to- of the department of 
agriculture.
There are, in fact, two r
eports from
t! is source. One deals 
with actual
cnnditions and the other 
suggests
possible remedies for the 
evils point-
..d out. The first of the
se reports is
o ite lengthy, but is r
emarkable for
its exact' information, h
earing Oa
i. ark of expert knowledg
e and scien-
tific investigation, made 
without any
••,ew ultra to the work in
 hand. It
d-cl not glaze over or ex
tenuate any
c. ficiencies in the conduc
t of the
packing houses, but both 
sides ar.
given with apparent fair
ness. • Each
I.. eking establishment is 
taken sepa-
rately and every departm
ent gone
into with detail. Some of
 the estab-
lishments are severely 
condemned,
rone escape some censur
e. It is all
statement of fact, with no 
scolding.
It is all done in a manner
 that car-
ries conviction that the w
hole truth
Ve i what the investigato
rs had in




ly cannot be charged wit
h any preju-
d et against the admini
stration, says
of these reports: "The
y have fur-
nished exact information, 
which it
seems should have .been se
nt to con-
gtess long ago." The re
ports bear
date of April 3.




have seemed superflous, and 
certainly
had the reports len quietly
 trans-
mitted to ccmireet a'l des
irable re-
might 116:: been accompl
ished
r ithout the immense dama
ge that
:las been done American in
dustry and
export trade.




irasioner of labor, and the o
ther, Mr.
Jamec B. Reynolds is a 
settlement
i• orker in New York's Ea
st s:de.
Ills gone _for a time. The
 Hon.
Tohn Cinn mileht dis
tribute cop- 
teat is, one is a profession
al labor
ies of his constitutional revis
ion into 
man and the other a profe
ssional re-
every housebolt in this metro
polis; 
former. Their report, though
 start-
he might get a generat counc
il to L
ing. was ebnil3Sratitely mea
ger and
frame them into an ordinan
ce; he had
 two marked divisions. One
 told
night even get a legislatur
e to enact of 
the ill treatment of employes
 and
the other of alleged horrible 
unelean-
them temporarily into a s
tme law;
but no power on the soil 
of Ken- Illas• The chief 
obieition to the
tucicy can ever again brin
g back the repo
rt was its sensationalism and 
its
old-sitne Sunday of d
emoralization evident purp
ose to make a noise.
disintegration and deteriorati
on. The The wonder
 is, why the president
acceptance of the new o
rder so sent the repor
t into cOng-ess accom-
cheerfully and wittingly by the
 oirttr- panied by an ex
cited me.-,age while
whekeing inejeeity of the 
people 1.e held back, until th
ey were asked
manifests a fine spirit of 
preference for by the congressio
nal committee.
for law, order and decenc
y highly., the much more thor
ough and con
becosiring to a state than 
which there hieing reports of the 
agricultural de-
is none so profoundly atta
ched to p.:rtment that had been i
n his hand3
high borne ,'stanthapds." 
two months.








ately -preceding it. were 
identical
with thove prevailing at 
present.
itPerh tbe erage person has not
noticed ?Wit is A fact tha
t on the
question now vexing the 
schoo
board the six bold-over or 
16ng term
member" 114 anon e side
, and the
six short term nwintiers a
re on the
other side. The hold ov
er members
tave t Iscst of the fight, fo
r a dead-III
. g
lock n il January gives 
them a
chance for additions to 
their side.
but their numbers cannot be
 reduce-I,
and a bitter 'fight means to 
carry it
into the elttticin by the b
oard next
year. ,
TirileYlVat tiranCe Vriic? itietses
ieranc
will secritrapF.sit. w all thi
ngs. Fo
eleven years Gas Vds'ricks ke
pt things
deadloekted'iti tine letislature of Del
a-
ware," htlt him grip on .the 
party is
now broken. The fight made 
by that
machine politician was one, 
of the
most renterka'ble in th
e history. of
the country. His defeat
 means that
no matter how strongly, 
entrenched
a machine may be in due 
tittle the
pule will overcomes it.
• 
Justice M begianing to hit i
n
places. Two forme* vide Ptesi
of the Militual' 'Life Iheut
ance
his*
The police are keeping a lookout
foe a tramp who was yesterday re-
ported as be:mg ardund to different
places over the city and selling some
4ing ra7isra The OOP er s 44 no
t
'know hilt what the razors are sto
len
property, and are searching for th
e
man. because it is not customary 
for
a hobo to he loaded down with 
any
thing except tin cans and a bunch 
of
Brick Store $55o.
Tennessee street between Ele
venth
and Twelfth. Bargain,
Whittemore Real 'Estate Agenc
y




Miss Aline Bagby will leave next
Friday for Des Moins, Iowa to tak!
a course in library science and tribu-
tary studies at the University 
of
Iowa, which is one or the leadin
g
educational institutions in the coun-
try.
Miss Bagby is interested in library
work and will make a study of it.
She is the oldest daughter of Judge
F. W. Bagby. president of the Ore-
m gie library here.
W. R. Smith of Campbell St
reet
Lost His Little Boy by Malar
ial
Fever—Bernice Chandler Dead.
Yesterday morning at 8 o'bl
ock
rs. IL_Kelly, died, at her 
hom:
on Seventh and Clark siree—ti—i
ffei a'
two years illness. with cancer
, which
has kept her confined most o
f the
time. This afternoon at 4 o'cloCk
 the
funeral services will be conducte
d at
the residence followed with inte
rment
at Oak Grove cemetery.
Mrs. Kelly was born in Nashvill
e.
Tenn., but came to this city 
when
Quite young. She was married tp t
he
late John Kelly, who proceded h
er
to the grave by many: years. Sh
e
was a woman well known tO many
and held in close esteem by he
r
friends.
She is survived by three childr
en,
Mrs. George Katterjohn of the city.
Mrs. R. M. Smith of Kansas• City.




The eight months Old boy of Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Swift of 613 Cam
p-
bell street died yesterday after
noon
o! malarial fever, and will be b'ur
ied
this morning at lo o'clock at O
ak
Grove cemetery.
Bernice Chandler, aged 5 months
,
died of summer complaints at .7
12
South Eleventh street yesterday' a
nd
the body was shipped to Iron O
re








Organization Includes Nearly All 
of
Physicians in City, and They Wan
t
to Meet at Library.
Last evening a most intere
sting
session was held by the Acadam
y of
Medicine by the doctors of this
 city,
who conduct their sessions with 
Dr.
Lyne Smith at Second and B
road-
way. until they procure a 
regula.
place of meeting.
The subjct for discussion and 
lec-
ture last night was "Anatomy 
lan!
Physiology of The Stomach." y. I
.
F. Young leading the discnssions 
iju
physiology, and Dr. Horace 
Rivers
those in anatomy.
Next Tuesday evening 'Patho
logy
and Diseases of The Stomach" 
will
be the subject for discussion.. Dr
Earl lectures upon the patho
logical
phase, Drs. Taylor and Mass
 upon
the physical diagnosis, and 
Drs.
Coleman and Sights upon the s
ymp-
tomology. After the discussio
ns of
each of these division studie
s, Dr.
Smith delivers a thirty minute
s lec•
titre upon "Matteria Medica 
and
Thereupufics."
The organization is one In W
hich
the doctors lecture and talk to 
each
other for their .mutual advance
men',
and thy have a request before
 the
board of directors for the 
library,
asking that they be permitted
 o
furnish the empty basement ro
om of
the building, and use it for meet
ing
quarters. They want to equip it 
with
some paraphernalia, and also kee
p
rase,- b-oks there for refer
-
ence in case any physician has not
 s
certain volumne at his office libr
ary
The directors take' up the request 
at




and decide whether or not
the profeil men can use
room. •
OUTLOOK GLOOMY FOR TO-
BACCO IN TODD COUNTY.
Elkton, Ky., June 1 2. =Rep
orts
from farmers from various section
s
of the county attending county cou
rt
here, indicate a serious condition pr
e-
vailing so far as the tobacco crop 
is
concerned. While there has 'be
en
much of the weed set out, the drou
th
following has caused many plants 
to
Hobo Selling Razors. . die 
in the hill, and only teibicco in
Iwet,
 low ground has escaped serious 
station oniNorth Fourth street. 
Thi
damage. Unless sp edy relief: in 
the er.gine is put at the Sout
h Side to
form of a good general rain con
ies, he used during blazes i
n the factories
not much more than one-focrth of
 in the vicin'tyi
Rental of Poles.
will be grown.
the acreage permitted by the a
sso-
ciation.
 The committee took up the 
ques-
Wheat promises a splendid yield 
,
and the crop is now being harvested. 
ton of adopting an ordinance
 corn-
- 
1 pelling every telephone, 
telegraph,
DISCOVERY 




pay the city so much mo
ney each
i year for every pole the
y maintain
Murder Charge Continued. 
Ashville, N. C., June ? 2.—Wizard up" 
public streets and alley
ways. Fiaternity Building. Both 
'Phones
There has been condoned ar Cli
n- Edison has found cobalt in 
the south- In prepar
ing to enact this new law
, fia , -I
5
ton, Ky., 'the warrant charging 
Cheat ern states in sufficient 
quantities to the co
mmittee directed the city 
soli- 
, .
Midge with assassinating P
ink Head revolutionize the
 automobile indas- eitor 
to write to Memphis and 
pro- i —Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Cunning-
#1.., irsotinig tilt ltatI4,2r one night try. Beds
 more valuable tlian those
 cure a copy of the ordina
nce existing !lain of 429 South 
Third, have a new
ea itAlead stood Ian his ba
rk porch. of France and 
Australia have li..en there, 
it being the one tested in t
he boy filthily. ..
nittgln 
re-
goes oviCleiil titian term— 
- ml the corn eif traffic 
in the which the city won, 
compelling the turned from spen
ding Several days at
Dr. Delia Caldwell yest
erday ,
v3. has been hidictid., b
ut • the located. The weight of 
‘sti,4ase hat- highest cou
rts of the land, and in
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WE ARE SHOWING SOME WO
NDERFUL BARGAINS IN
COOL GOODS FOR HOT 
WEAT!-/ER
Lingerie Shirt Waists
A FINE LINE WHITE SHO
RT SLEEVE SHIRT WAISTS AT
99c, $1.25 AND UP TO $3-48.
LONG SLEEVE WAISTS TO
O AT soc, 98e AND UP TO $4.911.
Summer Hosiery and Underwear
LADIES' FINE GAUZE HOSE
, WHITE AND BLACK, AT sa
c.
LADIES? FINE LACE HOSE W
HITE AND BLACK. 25c.
LADIES' WHITE AND BLACK
 LACE HOSE—IMPORTED--35c.
LADIES' PLAIN BLACK anniar.varED HOSE
—LOOK LIKE
SILK—e1c.
LADIES' FINE BLACK GAUZ
E HOSE—SPLICED SEAM AND
GARTER TOP—PRICE 48C. 
BLACKLACE HOSE FOR LA
 AMIE AT -roe AND 15e.
INFANTS' WHITE. PINK. R
ED AND BLUE LISLE THREAD
HOSE IN PLAIN RIB AT 15c.
INFANTS LACE HOSE IN W
HITE AND BLACK AT 15c.
INFANTS' WHITE SOX IN PL
AIN RIB AND LACE AT :sc.
MISSES' FINE MERCERIZE
D LACE HOSE, SIZES 64 TO 9 A
T
25c. THIS COMES ALSO IN BL
ACK AND IS A FINE SILKY
STOCKING. 
•
MESSES' WHITE LACE HOS
E, SIZES 7 TO 9, AT isc.
LADIES' SUMMER VESTS 
AT 8 z-3c, roc, isc. 25c, atle EACH
.
THESE ARE FINE VALUES FO
R THE PRICES.
New Belts
NEW "PRINCESS" OR "FRIT ZIE
 SCHEFF" WHITE WASH
BELTS AT ac.
SAME IN WHITE KID 25C.
OTHER NEW BELTS AT zoc, 
35c, 49c AND pc.
rultaa&MOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
WASHINGTON STREET WILL
HAVE SIDEWALKS LIKE OTHERS
(Continued From First noire.)
brick sidewalks should be.
This status developing, the legi
sla-
tive boards now reconsider Emi
r ac-
tion regarding the brick street
s ex-
tending so as in displace Ci
e' con-
crete sidewalks on that strret 
be-
tween First and Second, and 
order
dated a new ordinance to di
splace
the old one, this last docement
 to
stipulate the brick -streets shall b
e the
same width as those on other h
igh-
ways, while the concrete side
walks
shall be there also like ottn r p
laces.
They take this step in ord.- to o
b-
viate any possibe chance r
 litiga-
tion after the improvement is c
om-
pleted. The parties ow 1.:
ng the
buildings along the block Agree
 to ni xt week, supervising the gatheri
ng
pay for the brick exten.' d ov
e- which opens Friday at Wallace 
park.
where the walks would run, the 
pay- In his letter he said that :le tho
ught
ment to be on the same b: is 
regu-$Paducah should be congratul
ated
lating ordinary work, but die 
auth- upon the high crtss programm
e the
oritits do not care to jeopard
ize the .• local people had selected for th
e ten
city s interests, and no discr:mina
tion I days assembly, as it more
 than
will be -hown in favor of pe
ople favorably compared with the o
utlitr:
along this :;'Inare. for the other nine cities 
where he
gives similar events this summer,
 and








PECTS MR. SHAW TO ARRIVE
HERE._
The Tent Man With His Paraphe
r-
nalia Arrived Yesterday and Today
Gets Down to Work.




ceived a letter yesterday from M
r.
James A. Shaw, the great chauta
uqua
ptomoter, who stated he woul
d ar-
rive this morning from Bloomingto
n,
Id., to remain here until somet
;me
arrived yesterday
with a carload of parup
hernalia,
which he will commence pu
tting lin
t( day on the park groun
ds, one of
Fire Department Engineer.
Another ordinance the commit
tee
last night directed brought in
 is the
cne creating the office of "engi
neer"
f -a. the fire department of the city.
There is left blank the clause sho
w -
ing above what age a man cann
ot
serve in this capacity, while ano
ther 
the canvass affairs being 
the huge





sa.ary is to be paid. The amotint to
- 
 day and night. The
(t her 
paid and the age * limit will be 
rie teats are the small ones
 to be
sleeping quarters and living
settled when the bill is brought b
e- 
used as 
tents by the chautauqua pat
rons who
fore all the councilmen and aderm
en 
for adoption. The fire commissio
n- 
v. ill in this manner settle 
themselves
ers are the officias electing the e
ngi- 
at the park and obviate the 
necessity
n 
of coming back to town 
every time
eer who will have charge of 
the they want a meal, or to sleep
.
engine that is to be installed 
at the 
South Side fire department h
ouse 
Everything is moving along
 nicely
on Fourth and Elizabeth street
s. A 
for the coming affair and 
President
big addition is now being comple
ted 
Bleecker believes they have
 every
t..' that branch stationhouse in o
rder 
rason to feel more than co
nfident of
success, as nothing has deve
loped to
to give room sufficient to insta
ll the 
ergine which has been at C
entral 
the contrary.
Next Tuesday the "Home 
Coming
Day" for Paducah occurs, 
and this
morning bin Bleecker goes 
ottt with
the committee in charge to s
elect the
portion of the grounds on 
wilich the
bz.rbecue stands will be ere
cted.
Cottage Bargain.
$1,5oo cash buys 4 room h
ome and
44 ft. lot on Nort
h East corner
Clay and Seventh.

































WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-






List of new eubscribers added by
the East Tennessee Te:tohdne
oany today:
2530--Knight, W. G.', Res, C2S S.
tzth.
2775—Moore, V. F., Res., 612 N
.
1156-5—Pace, J. H., Res., Benton
road. i





27alfeltriaid, Aurelius, Res., flio
Husbands.
Lila other commodi ephons
service Should be paid for according
to Its worth -and value.
We have M the city over 3,00
0
subscriblirs or five times as many
 as
the Iedependent Co.; ouside of the
city and within the county we ha
ve
fi,times as many subscribers as
 the
Independent Co. Yet we will
 place
telephone in your residence at 
the
same rate the Independent Co. 
is
supposed to 'charge and provide i
s
addition, long distance facilit
ies
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home.










..ivei.rteNlirrip. • ' 4gep
ifff
t on-the work of the athletes on
partial crowd tea, 441iiil s;ts in. judg•
i the diamond arid good.play is appreci-
ated and applauded no matter which
side makes the exhibition.' There are___ _
ItADUCAAI .RIGHTING HARD nine judges o
n .'the - supreme coart
TO Girt THE 
TA140atipfRs, bench and a majority at the ball
.P_LA.CE.
  '
Take Now Tied .With
First Place With Paducah
Even Hundred Points Belo".
Standing of the Gabs.
11( L
jaanv ale est_  23 17






  18 20
 11 25
Results Yesterday.
'Vincennes 4, Padueala 3-
Mattoon 4, Jacksonville 2.
Cairo-44' Danville 1
-Vincennes at Paducah.
Schedule For Today. .
Danville at cairo.
Niattoon kt Jacksoeville
(Rather a slim crowd. was on 
hand
-to see Paducah te3igliii
lier defeati
'at the park yest . h
e locala
put up a good guile- and-L
amed what
-they grni but it,was, not -*sou
gh. As
soon as the caerkilid-Of play
ers are:1







1Parflue p,  3 O -o 
1 2
V.incerntes— r bh po 
a e
Mitchell as,  3 1 1 4 5 1
*French ..... • 4"-b....f-r.
Wilkinson s..,., 3 1,2, 8 o








-NnVert 2b, 411- P
McClain II,  -0
Ilaas it,
174/etsel 3b,  4 2
1.loyd rf, g,-• I
'Taylor ef,   g I 
'1
Perry ss, o
Downing c,  4 0 1
Bralic p,  4 oi 
o















•'• park is not an unusual spectacle. A
..quartet is a certainty, comprising As-
•sociate Justices .Harlan, Day, Mc-
Kenna and White who can often be
for seen engaged in discussing a knotty
an point rewarding a foul or strike, or
close base play, .showing as much
a seriousness as though some intricate
problem regarding the flag, the
Philippines or the tariff was under
-question. Justice Day is probably the
Ver. best posted on the national game of
.573 any of his associates on the supreme
larbateelastor he has played it, and nev:r
.564 misses an exhibition when he is in
.475 the city, and a ball game is adver-
-474 need.
.324 . Ardent Congressional Fans.
There are nearly five hundred con-
eressmen in the two branches of the
national legislature and it is pretty
safe to predict that fully one-half of
this number are interested attendants
during the championship season.
They are not at all dismayed at the
prospect of a long season of congress
when sure of an afternoon's recrea-
tion following a long-drawn war of
words at the capitol earlier in the
day.
President Roosevelt a few weeks
ago, was presented with a golden
pass, entitling him to free admission
to all ball games in the National and
American Leagues and arcuate. He
promised the presentation coognittee
to endeavor to occasionally visit the
ball park in Washington and witness
the ball games played there. Fre-
quently his son-in-law, Nick Leting-
worth, and his wife occupx. seats in
the grand stand, preferring to be
among the enthusiastic gathering
than to avail themselves of the presi•
dent's pass and a seat in the private
box.
When there is a call of the }mute
. or senate and the sergeant-at-arms is1
a coargea with the duty of bringing in
•
s absentees the first place to which the
C deputies are sent, if the base ball sea-
son is on, is out to the ball park.
One of the most pictueesqbe spec-
wore at National park is the Chinese
minister in flowing oriental robes,
usually accompanied by his little son.
When he was .a student as Amluirst
the Chinese minister played on his
class tram, and he as initiatyg his
heir into the mysteries ofidfie -Atneri-
can game.
Mighty ,Ones of Abe Met
Three of the predid_tt's efficial
familly, ,Atiorney &neer Irstiscaly,
Postmaster General 11,41. and
Secretary Metcalf of , sal
I abor, dispel the irkso aalatine of
department life by gang out to the
ball game whenever they ten -*teal
away from their desks. They gener-
ally sit together and, being pastmas-
tees in the art, keep score and corn-
rare. notes as to hits and errors. At•
torney General Moody has a warm
spot in his heart for the catcher,
having played that position when he
ass a eollegian.
Vice-President Fairbanlea wants a
front seat when he goes out to wit.
ness the national game, his favorite
place being just back of first base,
where he cal command •ihatininter-
ranted view of the entire field.
'Sergeon General Wyman wet% a
weber in his early days, and %%hen
not busy with quarantine matters or
other details relating to the public
'health he finds his greatest 'enjoy-
ment in witnessing. a championship
contest between two evenly matchea
teams. .
One of the first things Prof. Willis
Moore of the weather bureau looks
for in his morning newspaper is the
base ball record. Thisli-eontingent
upon the fact, however, that he has
not been a spectator, for the proles-
rnr never fails to answer present
when he can get away from the
study of prognostications. Moreover,
lie is frequently iti demand, earlier in
the day, to predict if the weather
tem be -depended upon for a game.
0
3




. tE.a.rned Rtu, P
aducah






Struck out — By Perdne, 
6, by
Brahic, 7.
Hie by pitched ball—Mitchell,
 'Wil-
t. MtChiin.
beft fl aeases-aVincannes .4.
alb 3.
Time of game—Two hours
Umpire—Kolb and Wright




illaueries--Fox and Belt; MieCarsy
and Schaseel.
  2 8 2
Galit'Onome at Cairo.
Cairo. III., June 12.—The 
Danville
bitters were weaklings before M
or-
gan. while" Illolycross .was easy 
for
Cairo. latirgarrs tit scored tw
o runs
for Cairo in the anwth while 
two
bases on traIls in ninth and 
Holy-
crate' hit scored Denville's only 
run.
Fast fielding of Cairn and ba
se run-
ning were the festeures.
RHE
Danville  1 4 1
Cairo  
  290
Baterits — Holycrose and Wade
.
-Morgan and Stark&
Umpire Bosh and Powers-. •
BASEBALL AT WASHINGT
ON
Gasnes Played Before Cabinet 
Offi-
cers Diplomats and Congressmen..
. PAYS HOMAGE •-10 Ceii. KING
•
Mirielotis Elicapellrelltemove Freckles t Pimple,
In This Days, Us*.•••••••••••••rm
(Continued frog Page (Via
fortunately dropped on the ,guard.
which is about five feet below the
steel rails. The vettecipeele. "was
knocked into the river, while Boone
performed a most miraculous feat, to
which he can without doubt attribute
saving of his'life.
When the train struck the trio,
Boone with a quick grasp, reached
his hands over his shoulders, and
grasped the side of the cow-catcher
against which restett his back, while
his feet and legs flew underneath the
cow-catcher and dragged between it
aria the,rails _and ties. There he held
on for life in despralion, eistpaoting
every moment for the jar of the
engine to jerk_ his hold from his
hand. If this had occurred his legs
bentat) the cow-catcher would have
pulled him under and the wheels
would have ground him to death.
He clung with the tenacity of a
dying man and the engineer, seeing
he had struck the party, applied the
baakes, but the train ran at least 200
feet before it could be stopped. The
engineer expected every moment to
set Boone's handhold jerked from
h:m and The watchman. go to his
death under the wheels, bbut marvel-
ous to say, Boone clung safely until
the engine stopped.
The train srew all leaped off and
went back to see what became of
Mrs. Boone and the child, and
bieathed a .sigh of relief to find
them lying on the guard railsoutover
the side of the bridge five feet be:
low. The little one lay unconscious
right on edge of. the guard and the
form wasgradually slipping over when
grasped and saved from falling into ,
the river, where .1t would have
drowned.
The lady and baby were pulled up
on the bridge, and all then taken to,
Gilbertsville for medical attentiou.
An examination developed that the
woman's head was badly gaslad whim
she alighted on the guards, while
her bondy was fearfully bruised. The
baby suffered no broken bones, many,
bruises being the extent of its in-
juries. It was the same with the
were se.-
along
At the base ball games in 
Wash•
ingtoa. the learned justices of 
the
t;nitell Staies supreme cour
t, law
6) -.makers of both houses 
of econgress
•a• inembeiat of the cabinet an
d the dip-
101.0nsitic *corps; sit side by sale 
with
abe merahante artisan and 
govern-
,nirnt cletk, all keenly enjoying
 the
ata"ional stiiflC. The big tnen.cff this
40 other stations in the tcap
ital are
"hisse ball faos ,of the bigamist 
.degree,
itid ire glad tc, eschew nourt 
deck-
liona, railroad :nod. athet,
iiataaaal and isteynational topics 
ftt
131tJw w a jab*" t
ataaftaitis of I he do-
inviid. As soom a business can be
transoated at the atiplIall-and` in .the
eleoa-raincnts it is itifttntriarY fate t:esa
distiagainhed bataselarlt esithaniaat, 'o
betake themselves, ap „National park
for an afternoon oleenjoyments t-
ing for their favorite, learne and t-
ing from affairs of matte.'
The different tearas thrritighout the
country like to visit ,Washingtop for
the privilege of playiug before the
most dietinguishea spectators to be
found in any country ote the globe.
Members of the later te.ataa very
quickly recognize the faces '• of the
orlookers and take aaadortalsle' arida
in pointing out to the,visitors the
big pus of the nations. It Ii'dtt 1M-
1
• Compietene, Prance, June 11.—The
"petroleum king" is receiving the
homage which is paid to any foreign
sovereign who honors France by
1
 
dwelling on her soil for a while.
The keys and the freedom of this old
city ware given officially to John D.
Rockefeller Sunday through 'the lat-
ter's secretary, while Me. Racke-
feller himself leas at church
This desecration of the Sabbath
niay have shocked Mr. labckefeller,
but like any other cautious and
benign sovereign he will make a re-
turn "State" -rain to the mayor.
'the Melina, most expert arith-
metician figefreal that Mr. Rocke•
teller's time wasaevorth la-echi a min-
ate. So the newspaper tried to buy
a five-minute interview with the ruler
of Stanifard Oil by 4offetirig to hint
theotigh Prof. Strong a certified
thecae for $rettioo. Even .for this stem,
though it was suggested that he give
the money to the poor of Compiegne,
I 
Mr. Rockefeller 'are/used to talk
officially for five minutes ita• the
I Martin's correspondent.
Mr. Rockefeller was greatly amuseal
by the offer and at his luncheon to-
day he laughed heartily over what he
called "the unenpeTd Antarietaiza-
Hon to tie Perla p se.g
fither, whose lower limbs
ioualy bruised by dragging
underneath the cow-catcher.
I.ast afternoon all were brought
into this city and pat in the hospital
for- treatment.
Another Narrow Escape.
A tramp giving the name of John
Atkins, and also the name of Hen-
derson, was knocked down by a train
in the local yards yesterday morning
at Q o'clock and his skull crashed in
such a manner that he is now un-
conscious at the railroad hospital, and
may not recover.
The yard men noticed him around
the shops and wanted him against
getting in the way of trains. He told
the yardmaster his name was Het
derson, and while he was amblin
across the network of rails he (taste '
back to escape a train coming one
way, and in doing so leaped right in
front of one coming another on a
different track. It was a string of
box cars that struck him, 'knocking
in the right temple and that side of
the face and head.
In falling the man landed outside
the track. On being taken to the
hospital, it developed his skull was
badly crushed and fractured, while
the skin was all torn from that side
of the cranium. Chief Surgeon Mus-
sell had to remove many pieces of
broken bone from the unconecious
man, who may not recover.
He apepars to be about 35 years of
r.ge, but them is nothing about him
to show where he was from.






The steamer Clyde gets Out at 5
taclock this afternoon 'for the Ten-
aeissee saver. She comes Weak again 
Peat Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night and lays here until 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon before getting out
en her return that way.
The Dick Fowler skips -away for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight about it.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out imme-
diately on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins left yesterday
for Evansville and comes back to-
morrow.
The atuttorff comes in today from
Clarksville and leaves immediately
for Nashville.
The Peters Lee leaves Cincinnati
this afternoon and reaches here next
Sunday while en route down to Mem-
phis.
The City of Saltillo left St. Louis
yesterday and- gets here tomorrow
on her way to the Tennessee river.
Nadinola
t
• bey Illsoovory, sold
under a positive gas?-
sail. sad money no-
s funded In every we




Mons, blaokbeads sad all
eruptions of the akin, iso
matter of bow beau
standing, Cures ordlasry
eases in 10 days., and Sbe
worst in 30 ales. After
Skies detente al', removed ski skin will 041
stint,soft. healthy and beautiful. No possible
ran magi from its use. SO cents sod 51.011
leadkag drug stores OT by mall.
NATIONAL TOILET COMPANY, Parts, Tem.
'GAS ADDICKS AT LAST LOSES
lOontinued From First Page.)
how, or when or Where except Ad-
dicks, who will not.
When summoned into the courts of
Massachusetts to explain - the deals
Ma. Addicks, addressiqg the court,
said: al decline to discuss my priv-
ate concerns here or elsewhere."
"It you do not answer the question
asked the coast will send you to
prison and keep you there until you
decide to answer."
. ,"1:thai is your privilege. I will not
answer."
He never went to prison and he
never answered the questions. He
pocketed $11,000,000; that was all.
The campaign of ranae cost Addicks
everything that a man holds dear--
personal honor, wife, daughter, home,
brothers, sister, friends—all, with
5500.000 in cash. It was a modern
crucifixion. .
Addicks had perfected an organ-
ization that was in a fair way to land
him in the senate when his political
opponents dealt him the blow that
threatened his personal, political and
titiancial ruin. They charged him
with rtiarital infidelay and named the
widow Of his best freind as his vic-
tim. They secured what purported
te be conclusive evidence of his guilt
and finally induced Mrs. Addicks to
sue far absolute divorce upon statu-
ary grounds, with money damages
, at $1,000,000.
1 Fights Scandal arta Wins.
The Vibel filed by Mrs. Addicks in-
cluded twenty-one separate charges
of infidelity and in each instance
gave time and place arta circum-
stances. Ida Carr Wilson was the
woman named in each charge. The
peaces designated covered a period of
five years. The charges were speca
fee the evidence seemed conclusive.
The shock prostrated Mrs, Wilson
and dazed Addicks. Their friends
with one voice cried "Settle." Ruin
stared Addicks in the face and social
demnation confronted Mts. Wilsop
acid her two daughters. Addicks de-
termined to fight, and fight he did.
He raried his fight by publishing the
twenty-one charges and declaring
them to be false in every particular.
His statement of the case was a re-
marlible document.
Intia ptragraah he said: "This i;
a eirstat'elfy SettaFk upon a defenseless
waltraan 'and itise helpless children,
made by cowards who hid-e them-
selves behind a weak woman. I mean
to fight this matter to the end if it
'ekes every dollar I possess."
The fight continued through three
years end resulted in the complete
vindication of Mrs. Wilson, who is
now Mrs. Addicks No suit was ever
psosecuted with such vigor and never
was a stronger defense made.
Wins Out at the Polls.
The legislature adjourned without
electing a successor to Anthony
Higgins, thus paving the way for the
Addicks-Dupont tight which, Addicks
won through a plea] vveh thc populists
end democrats' in the United States
senate, who voted against seating
henry A. Dupont for technical
reasons.
This created a vacancy in the sen-
ate, for which Addicks made the fight
of his life in tate& No man living,
not even Addicks can tell how much
was spent diming this campaign.
This unprecedented campaign of
prostitution aroused several corpora-
tions having important interests at
slake and discreet, individuals were
sent into the stale to manipulate
atfasrs political. Lai ire FTMIZI TYE MeTITT7
Were placed with a coterie of worth-
ies known throughout the state as
"the' 'crowd."
All of the men identified with this
select and potent, set resided in Kent
county, which was the storm calker
of the Addicks attack. The Addicke
candidates received handsome major-
ities at the polls and naturally ex-
pected to be seated. Addicks was so
sure of election that he began to
scan real., estate lists of Waehington
agepts.
Turn on the Candidate.
The -Kent county 'crowd about this
time awoke to the-painful realization
that they had taken much and given
nothing. They formulated a pale
which enabled them to throw the
Addicks legislators out of their seats
and thus secure a comfortable work-
ing majority of loyal democrats.
Addicks' republican foes then se-
cuted the election -of Richard R
Kenney, a democrat, to the senate.
St. Mary's Exercises. I but the supreme court declared his
One week from this afternoon the seeat vacated. The fight was then
Se. Mary's academy at Fifth and'tenewed. Treachery played the main
pilefon streets. conducts its exer-1
es- ib,at bring the school tam 
tolpart until the end tonight.









ARE NOW ON DISPLAYi
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRE1SER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. Wa.' STAND FOR kala-CRY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a comniencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few new things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
In Fancy Sterling silver peices—eu r prices special for May—Silves
plated work at 54 price in knives f orks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician.
315 Broadway. Guthries Old Stand.
WORKING ON MEAT BILL. E
Committee Behind Closed Doors
Considering Inspection Measure.
Washington, June 12. —The houne
committee on Agriculture was locked
in its room with the Beveridge beef
inspection amendment for six hours
yesterday. When the session ended
at 5:30 o'clock members said they
had agreed to observe strict secrecy
regarding what had been done. There
aas a general statement that noth-
ing had been done finally. The Bev-
eridge amendment was taken as the
basis of action and the greater part
of it gone over tentatively.
It is understood the committee
found itself generally ai favor of
the Beveridge amendment the re-
quirement that the labels on the cans
containing prepared meat products
shall bear the date cif manufacture.
The problem. of Federal jurisdiction
to enfcire sanitary , regulations, on
which the question 8( constitutional-
ity was raiiea, lees_ artentative solu-
tion at least in a pifiikaaition to have
all labels for every character of meat
product, canned and otherwise, issued
by the secretaries attached to the
product only after steal sanitary
regulations as the secretary shall pre-
scribe have been complied with and
approval being given by governmeno-.
iespectors. These government labels
are then to be the passport of meat
products into interstate and fore:-
ttade, and common carriers are for
bidden to accept for johipment con-
signments of goods without official
government labels. This provision,
like all ethers, is only in the tenta-
tive stage.
The question of who shall bear the
cost of the inspection has not been
reached in the consideration of the
amendment. Several modifications
are said to have been recommender!
regarding the discretionary authority
to be given the secretary under the
proposed new law.
ON THE RIVER
Round trip to EVANSVILVE AND
RETURN, continous passage Lama
Unlimited ticket $5 oo meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over 111.50 each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Foe
further particulars see
I S. A. FOWLF.R, Gen. Pass. Agent,
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
for the sweet girl graduate and fo
all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
set collar pins, also silver novelties
of all descriptions.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We hand2c all the finest and ;taint-
eat articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
—The Leathervvorkers' union at to.; 
satifactory.
night's meeting nominates officer.
for the ensuing term. The clecti
occurs in a few weeks.
Small Fire.
The grocery of Geo. Hoaston,
ffamiliton avenue and Cairo road.
was damaged by fire at 2 o'clock this
morning. The interior was almost
gutted before the department ar-
rivved. Loss about $e,00. Fully in-
eared.
Negro Drowned.
Yesterday Undertaker Guy Nince
sent a coffim up the Tennessee river
to Stanley's landing, for Ed Smoth-
etn, colored, a deckhand on the tow-
' beat Lyda. He fell off the boat on
stepping backwards Mtniday, and















2:30 AND 7:30 P. M.
BARGAINS FOR EVERBODY







JUNE 11, 12 AND 13
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRAM.) STAND 35 . CENTS, BOX SEATS 6o MKT&
TICKETS ON S t LE SMITH & NAGEL'S. .
FOURTH BROADWAY,
GAME CALLED A' 3:3o I P.M. SHARP..
fly-, I yr R aj
BARGAIN DAY
'Oklahoma Custom Which Might be
Adopted in Other -Places.
A custom peculiar to Greer county,
Okla., though doubtless it was
brought here from Texas, of which
state most citizens of Greer county
are natives, is "first Monday," says
an Altus (Okla.) dispatch to the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat. This is the
firs: Monday in each month. On that
clay the town of Altus, where the
custom is most generally observed.
resembles a provincial European
town, where the natives aisemble to
market their different wares. Other
towns in Greer county have imitated
Altus to a greater or less degree, but
none has become a competitor in
'first Nflonday" business.
Two yearsc ago the two newspaper
Then of the town got together to see
if they could not increase the trade
area of the town and set apart cer-
tain days for certain purposes. The
citizens, more especially the business
men, took up the idea, and several
meetings were held, with the result
that the first Monday in each month
was designated as traders' day.
Every one living within Altus' trade
territory was asked to. bring down
anything he wished to dispose_ of.
either by trading, selling, "swapping"
or any old way. The business nice
ot the town furnished good aac-
tioneers free of charge. The newt-
papers devoted a certain amount oi
space to booming "traders' day" in
the editorial local and advertising
columns, the merchants increased
their advertising space to call atten-
tion to bargains which they had to
-offer for that day only. As a general
rule, each merchant took some special
article he could' make a leader of, cut
the price on it and adverised it ex-
tensively.
From he beginning "traders' day"
has been an unqualified success, and
the big crowds which assembed here
on that day have more than justified
-the extra time, trouble and expenso
the effort has cost the merchants, and
it is an institution firmly established
:n the minds of the pe4le. Now
''first Monday" crowds come without
sending for them, though the mer-
chants continue to offer attractive
bargains through the newspapers, and
any event of any importance to flys
reople of southern Greer county or
any public meeting which it is de-
sired that the farmers shall attend
and take interest in is always set
for "first Monday." The minstrel
hows, repertoire companies &id all
he rest of the dinky "Tom" and
"Ten Night" shows make it a point
to get into Altus on that day, and
they are never disappointed in the
-crowd that is here to welcome them.
The church societies also take ad-
vantage of the day to serve the
sciowds with "chicken pie dinners."
The great interest shown in the irri-
• gaton movement was worked up on
a "first Monday" when the crowds
of farmers were here ari.1 had to lis-
ten to the irrigation men brought
'here by business men for the purpose
of speaking. Farmers come from
fifty miles around, and within a ra-
•dins of ten miles in ;very direction
from Altus it would be an unusual
thing to find a farmer at home on
first Monday." They all come to
Altus, bringing their families, who
-crowd the stores all day long, where
they dispose of their farm products
.and do their "trading."
One great feature of the day which
est in the World
Correctly describes the Anheuser-Busch
Brewery. Covers 128 acres---e,qual to- 70-
city blocks. Storing capacity 600,000








J. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Anheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah.
&OW or lie Owed
Should tho Old Kill' southwest and 
southeast and a large
number of ex-Kentuckians will return
to their native state to visit old
friends and relatives. Home Coming
will be held at a number of points
throughout the state. In order to
enable those who desire to attend
these celebrations, tickets will be sold
from .Louisvillle to points in Ken-
tucky on June 16, 17 and 18, to origi-
nal purchasers of round trip tickets
to Louisville account of the Home
Coming, at rate of one first class
fare plus twenty-five ccnts round
tiip, minimum fifty cents, with return
limit of July 23, 1906.
For schedule and additional infor-
mation, c.all on any agent of the
Southern Railway or
C. H. HUNGERFORD,






Dr. Woods Hutchison, who is the
head of a sanitorium in California, in
a speech before the convention of the
American Medical Association in Bos-
ton, said:
"After men have drunk of life to
the limit, and after every bit of their
vital energies have been usd up, I
blieve they ought to go to the scrap
heap."
In commenting on and explaining
this statement, he said:
"I have nothing against old men.
All that I meant to say was that a
man ought to put on steam and make
th, most of life, so that he is ready
to die when the time comes.
"For instance, :f I have a patient
who has an organic disease, and it is
just a question of time when death
must ensues I advise that patient to
go in and work hard at whatever he
is interested in and be working when
the thread of life snaps. Pei haps
that patient could, by dragging along,
rive ten years. I tell the man to be
energetic, and, even if it ends his life
in three years, he des in the harness
instead of dragging out a miserable
ex'stence."
In the past few years there has
come from various sources the sug-
g.istion that those should be killed
who are beyond the age of useful-
ness or who are afflicted with an in-
curable and painful disease, or who
arc by nature or accident not capable
ot caring for themselves and not fit
to reproduce their kind. Such a sug-
gestion harks back many centuries,
and raises the query whether the ad-
vance in civilizafon and the growth
of the belief that society has a right
to protect itself even at the expense
of the life of its members, will de-
velop to a point where the lives of
any except criminals will be taken by
society. Throughout the world the
belief is growing with startling rapid.
(y that an individual has no rights
equal to the aggregate rights of so-
ciety; that society has not only the
'has done Altus an incalculable , supreme right, but it is the supreme
amount of good is the working up duty of the aggregate of the individ-
of the live stock interests. For in-, mats constituting society to take what-
stance, horse traders, surrounding Al- lever step is necessary for its pro-
tus for thirty miles come to town on tect'on. In certain aspects this view
"first Monday" brirrging all their ani- can not be disputed. Such cases as
mats for sale or exchange. There that of the Italian degenerate Jose-
are as many as a dozen horses being phine Terranova just finished, where
auctioneered off at the same time on the offspring of a drunken sot and
• the southeast corner of the "square," :an epileptic woman married in Italy
which is the chosen place for the thirty years ago have produced a
horse market. kneed of degenerates and epileptics
It would seem that nothing can de- Iwho have given evidences that they
tract from the popularity of "first arc lower than brutes, are proof that
Monday" in Altus, and each time the it would be better for society to
"The prevalence of appendicitis is
an admitted fact," said a surgeon. "I
have myself operated on 719 persons
for the disease. Crossing the legs is
respons'ble for a good deal of this
trouble.
"That sounds strange, doesn't it?
Nevertheless it is a theory adfocated
by more than one great surgeon. In-
cited, I know some men who say that
if people never crossed their legs ap-
pendicitis would quite disappear.
"You see, crossing the legs
squeezes and cramps the delicate
vermiform appendix. Squeezed and
cramped the appendix becomes irri-
tated. Inflamation sets in. Intense
pain come's. Then—presto--you are
on your back, the swett and heavy
fumes of chloroform are choking you
and the appendicitis specialist bends
over you with a sharp knife."
PADUCAH CHAUTAUQUA
Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
Friday, June is.
2--Address of Welcome 
 President John S. Bleecker
2:15—What the Program Commit-
tee Tried to do..Dr. J. R. Coleman
2:30—Outline of Program and plan
of Chatauqua 
Supb James H. Shaw
2.45—Lecture "Psychology of Fear
and Worry" Dr. Stanley L. Krebs
7:30—Concert 
 Lady Washington Quartet
8.—Hums:4113ns lecture "The Smile
That Won't Come Off" 
 Mr. Herbert Leon Cope
Saturday, June 16.
Children's Day.
School children of McCracken





 Herbert L. Cop:.
4—Concert 
 Lady Washington Quartet
7.30—Concert 
 Lady Washington..
























  Dr. Krebs
2—"Dixie Before the War" 
 Dr. A. W. Lamar
4—Lecture Recital "The Eternal
Feminine"  Miss Hemenway
7:30—Reading  Mr. Anrsbury
8—Nicholar Nickleby 
 Mr. William Steeling Batt:
Thursday, June 21.
8:3o—Children's Athletics.
9:30—Facts of Spiritualism as Re-
vealed by Science Dr. Krebs
io:30—Health Lecture.
3—Oliver Twist. ... Mr. W. S. Battle
4—Lecture Recital "Dr. Henry Van
Dyke" Miss Hentamay.
7:30—Concert.
8—Science Lecture With Demon-
strations in Liquid Air and
Wireless Telegraphy 




10:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Ryclal Mkrunt and Words-
worth  James H Shaw
2—Ross Crane, Entertainer.
4—Lecture Recital "James Whit-
come Riley" ... Miss Hemenway.
7:30—Concert.
8--Scientific Lecture, Radium 




10:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Brantwood and Ruskin...
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Facie-
et tompiny—the Cheapest and bel, i
excursion int of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleas•:_re, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; ,Fcank_1.
Brown, agent..





will cure that awful pain
WHas cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 Of 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORIES.%
Bernath and Jackson St. 'Phone 137,





Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.






Dr. B. T. Hail
Office with Dr. Rivers Sr Rivers, 128
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE







Leave Nortonville  







No. rot No. 103
8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m.
12:01 p.m. 9:40 
p.m.
6:3o p.m.
2:28 p.m. 12:08 a.m.
3:30 1:1.m. 1:03 a.m.
4:08 9.112- 1:40 a.m.
12:50 p.m. 4:40 P.m.
7:00 QM.
9:45 P.m
4:55 Dm. 2:27 a.m.
6:zo p.m. 3:40 a.m.
6:x5 p.m. 3:45 a.m.
7:30 p.m. 4:50 a.m.
Arrive G:bbs, Tenn.  8:o6 p.m. 5:51 a.m
Arrive Rives 8:13 p.m. 6:ot cm.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans 
7:15 cm.
•1•10 p.m. 8:20 a.m.





























Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  :act CM.





Arrive Nortonville  128 p.m.
Arrive Central City  2.05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3 :o6 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  "4 55 P.m.
Arrive Louisville.  51185 p.m.




























NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 Plo. 8:40 p.m.
Arrive Chicago  6.30 A.M. 6:30 COL











No. 303 No. 375
7:45 2.01- 9:40 p.m.
2 50 cm. 6:ao p.m
11:40 a.m. 7:05 a.m.
3:35 11.111. 11:00 .in.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
'Although in March there was the
worst and most disagreeable dust
storm of the season, the crowds were,
there just the same, and about a;
• much stuff changed hands as usual. '
South Side Lot Bargain.
North West corner Tennessee and
'Tenth streets lot 741(.163. Fine place
' to build several renting houses.
Vi,000 cash. Homes will always
rent here. On car line.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Fraternity Building. Both 'Phones
'135.
Bowling Green, Ky.— K entucky
Educational Association. Dates of
• sale June T 8th and ,9th, 1006, limited
to June 23rd, ion& Round trip rata-
S5.45-
Spooning at Clone Quarter..
"I'll wager Nell will not give her-
elf away this summer the way she
Aid last!"
• "Ifow was 'that?"
"She and Dick had their heads to-
gether so much that Nell got freck-
led on only one side of htr face.'—
,idirroit Free Press,







hope that it will
and comment, and
will be glad to publish the views of
any who have definite views on this
subject.—Lexington Herald.
Low Rates to the Home Coming.
On account oil the i-isame Coming
for Kentucky, Louieville, Ky., the
Southern Railway will sell tickets
from all of its stations to Louisv411e
at rate of one first class fare plus
twenty-five cents for the round trip
on June II, 12 and 13, with return
imit of June 23, 1906. An extension
of this limit may be obtained to leave
Louisville not later Wan thirty days
from date of sale, by depositing
ticket with the joint agent and mak-
ing payment of fifty cent' fee.
An elaborate programme has been
arranged and the occasion will prove
an exceedingly interesting one to all
K,entuckians. A number of special
arains have been arranged for from
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Tex-




  Prof. U. G. Fletcher
10:30—"Five Big Things in Your
Head"  Dr. Krebs
2—"Ballads of Bourbonnais" 
Mr. Arnsbury, music, Lady Wash
ingtons.
4—Lecture—Recital "Childhood in
Poetry" Miss Ruth Hemenway
7:30—Concert ....Lady Washington.
8—Humorous Lecture "The Snolly-
goster in Politics" 






2—"Old Times in Dixie 
........ Col. H. W. J. Ham
4—Lecture Recital "The Rise of the
Historical Novel," Reading of "If





2—"A Man Among Mien" 
Dr. L G Herbert
4—Lecture Recital "The Tempest"
  Miss Hemenway
7:30—Concert.
8—Entertainment, Ross Crane, Car-
toonist.
Sunday, June 24.
2—Address "Lofty Peaks in Ameri-
can Statesmanship" 




—Address. .Rabbi Leo Manheimmer
Individual season tickets can be
secured from the merchants at V.so.
The same ticket at the gate will be
$2.00. By presenting this ticket at
the gate and 5o cents additional it
will be made transfereble for any
one's use.
Children's tickets, 6 to 12, half
price—under 6 free.
Single admissicn 45 cents.
Children r5 cents.
Tents put up ready for use, from
$.1oo up, oaring to size. For tent's
see Mr; Will Hurotnel. a
NOV' BOUND rot-8o1 135-84
 1F.T0-71.111.
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 9.m.
Leave Paducah  635 p.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 P.m.
Arreve St. Louis  7:20 a.m.












Leave Chicago  6.20 p.m.
Leave St.Louis 
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 A.M.












Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through steeper' between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor ana x02 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Ttains or and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8o1 connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper, For further information, address,
3. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
'R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. B. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, In,
























IN TURKISH COURT. e
The Man Who Would
Never Betray
PARTY OF .ilICERICANS HAVE
AN ODD EXPERIENCE.
Are Welcomed Into Justice Shop Lo- 1
mated on the Site of Solomon's I
Temple in the Holy
Land.
A citizen of ladian territory, while in
Jerusalem recently with a party al
friends, met with a rather novel expert-
mce which will long remain in thee
memory. The party was en route to the
Mosque of Omar, which stands on the
former site of King Solomon's Temple.
All at lame a, heavy shower of rain com-
menced lieltlE—Not being 4001/tated
with umbrellas on this occasion, all
members of the party sought shelter in
the nearest doorway, the door standing
invitingly open. To their utter astonish-
ment they were unexpectedly ushered
Into a room where a Turkish court was
a being held.
The judo' was a dignified Turk, who
wore long black whiskers and leaden a
long, reddish looking robe. which swept
the floor. Although deeply engaged in
the case that vas being tried before hint,
the judge found time to smoke from a
large water pipe, which stood on the floor
near by. His honor was judge and
jury combined. A number of advocates,
witnesses and spectators were sitting
or reclining on mats ranged around the
room, while the judge sat in a highvbair
and the lawyer stood while making a
plea for his °Beat With thee:entitle
of the visitors. the entire assembly were
Turks and Hebrews, all of whom wore
long robes, the Turks wearing times and
the Hebrews turbans.
1
The prisoner at the bar was a Hebrew;
he was charged with stealing a iota from
another Hehrew. The evidence, given
In Arabic by the witnesses, seemed to
convince the judge that the prisoner
was guilty, m he was sentenced to nine
months in jail. The trial was just being
concluded when the Americans arrived
on the scene. Immediately the judge
arose from his seat and approaching In
a dignified manner, offered each of the
party his hand, saying In excellent gag-
lish that he was happy to be honored by
their nresenoe in his bumble court room.
lie .tien adjourned court for Use re-
mainder ef the evening and invited the
party ' :amain and have some refresh-
ments., Per fear of being adjudged in
• 
ooatempt of court they remained with
• him sluing on the mete on the floor like
they had seem the naliecs do. After cof-
fee had been *erred by the court balitff
the judge Asked them wber• they were
from. how they enjoyed their trip and
e what they thought of Palestine. They
Sold his hen ue that they were from the
United States, lad had a very pleasant
trip and adult ed Palestine, but would
like to see it cleaaed up The judge
stated that the deflating process would
be brought about • little later on, but.
like the Biblical sepia& it was not safe
to put now wine hits old bottles for fear
of breaking the bottles, so It would be
denterous to put new ideas into prac-
tice until such t:n• as his people had
time i.e properle re est them.
Is answer to Inc.ueetion how he hap-
pened to speak o i good English the
judge said that bi ad learned the Eng-
lish language from his children, he bay-
ing 17 children aro seseral voves, who
had attended the American nessiouary
Fechoola in Cotistontinople and had
;earned the Engledi language that way.
The judge stateJ that. although he was
a Turk and a subact of the sultan, he
was an admirer of President Roosevelt.
whom he regarded as the greatest dip-
lomat of the age. 'io showed a com-
plete set of the ;nes Jent's books print-
ed in French, wirlee he said he had resti
through several tin es lie also state J
that his only regre: was that he did col
have one of the president's mighty gut,.
to hunt big game*. h. St:coking of our
election system, he said that oar policy
of electing • press: nt every four years
was a bad 01I0. 1. thought when the
United States ha. a good a marl as
President nooses!, that we ought to
emulate the mature of Mexico and keep
him In odic.° far 111J. He made inquiry
'as to how our jud; al system
ducted. They tolo : irn how our learned
judges held mart. e little jury system.
and that they we only allowed one
;wife and seldom he a• many as 17 dill-
eldren. His honor r plied Hat he would
Foot like to be a ju go in the United
ARtates unless be eon' d have all b is *Ives
;land children with
Eyes 8,000 Years Old.
Eight thousand ears is a good age
-for 12. pair of hum I eyes to last. As
legyetologist claim to have discovered
• three ancient orbit In mummified re-
mains at Girgeh. seoer Egypt The
‘iprofeeeer found • eoles of graves
which, VIP declar- .xtead ever an In-
interval of at least 8.060 years, reprie
denting tie moat a, eaale el' prehistorle
periods. The boc es, owing to the
demotes of the cliz nate, and perhaps
the meelleace of the methods employed iliehemeed war, in the watchers of ths
night; "I duano. I'm sure. Deer oldis'eiallaiming, are in a surprising state
dad used to seem such a grand chap atof preservatien, an in two eases the
one thne—sncle a distinguished man,eyes remain so poi ect that the lenses
built big and ka that. Now he strikesAire 10 good cod Ii an.
' one as a rather common-place fusser.
By COSMO HAMILTON
(02ZriThat7111r....."'".....m.g.gos mph B  Bowles )
I want you to tell me. I've got my
own ideas on the matter. Was Din-
ton coward or liar?
There is a woman in the story, and
Diatom has a straight nose, a fine
mustache, and he stands six foot one
In his socks.
Canon Dinton had one son, Maj.
'Orbits one daughter. Their houses
Sy near to each other is a village out-
aide' Gloucester.
Harry Dinton and Mary Savernake
Carbis knew each other by sight before
either was able to pass the time of
day In words tabulated by Johnson
For some years they were wheeled oul
side by dile. For some years they ran
together lead in hand. Then came
Harrow, and a "school for the daugh-
ters of geatleroen" at &rigida& Is
the holidays they raced on ponies
Mackberried and kissed each other In
a brother-and-sister way. Then the
boy entered the "shop," as his fathes
had wished to do before him, and the
girl remained at Brighton. In the
holidays they still raced on ponies,
played tennis and golf; but they black-
berried and kissed each other no more
ia a brother-and-sister way. At 11
they were, very secretly (no one must
know), engaged to be serried, liar
eye ssuataihe could be twisted; just
bait Mary's kale had gone up.
Jove, bow time slim on from chaptel
he chapter'
Harry Dinton grew into a line young
man, straight-backed, cleem-eyed, hard
of hand. Os the great day torn which
he came down to the drawing-room is
his fire uniform he looked every inch
• soldier.
"Will he do, Diatom? Will he do?"
said the major, with a slight moisture
In the corners of his eyes, due very
likely to gout.
-He's a credit," replied Calton ...Sle-
eps. in the Wiest speech he ever per-
petrated, due, very "key, to gout also,
"to his father, to h1s friends, and It
the nation."
"Eh, Mary my dear, el?"
"Yes, Indeed!" said Mary, while is
her heart she cried: "He's a man, and
he's mino—he's mine."
And then Harry "joined," and began
to live as most of them live; he bought
things he couldn't afford, sad gambled
and paid up with other people's money,
sad flirted a little with young married
women. Soon, quite soon, his mental
Ersvemetive began to change. Thefigure(' which hitherto had
dwarfed all others in his sight became,
respectively, "dear old dad," "twiny
old chap," "poor little Mary."
Poor little Mary read, and re-read,
*ad kept his letters—we know the let-
ters—and Laid her flowers, her heart,
her faith, her trust, at the foot of the
pedestal upon which eke had placed
the image of the man who would never
betray, For you must understand that
Mary was no ordinary girl.
She was • hem worshiper, an enthn-
fleet, as optimist, a believer in things;
ale was very simple. So far as she
knew, she had never possessed a moth-
er, you will remember. star environ-
ment also kept her from becoming as
other girls are. The country was all
she needed. Her garden, her animals,
the management of her father's house,
filled her days. Iler dissipations were
the croquet matches she played with
the Cason and her father, till the light
failed, to be followed by cat-throat
bridge with them under the green
shaded lamp. She needed no frocks
She attended no sales She borrowed
no money. Skis met no "smart" peo-
ple. She saw no life, het she lived
to her MI complete satisfaction in her
dull', stupid village. There were the
letters, you will remember. (We know
the letters.)
Do not for • moment run away with
the notion that Harry did not believe
the bridge. Its rotten planks creakedthe high-Sown, not badly-worded sen-
horribly.
"Mary," cried Harry, "come back!'
He made a plunge at the bridge to
take her into safety.
"If you come on the bridge, too, it
will break and I shall fall in."
"Why stand there?" he cried fran-
tically.
Mary spoke very quietly, as though
saying something she had carefully re-
hearsed.
•
 AN *airy, she ts a dean l lust the same as
I she alwayes was. Full of poetry and
heroilern, and a sort of deadly cheeefut
earnestness. I wish to goodness her ta-
per would take her down to London,
and let haxeme how other people do
things. Wth any luck she might meet
another man. She—Oh, dash every-
thing! I'M certain I ain't At."
On the. last day of his leave Mary
took the man who would never betray
to the place where they had first kisseo
—not in the brother and sister manner
The poor child was on the verge ei
a breakdown. Only a very strong will.
effort kept away a great burst of weep-
ing. Harry was touched and ashamed
and full of self pity. They stood 61
lently for a minute or two looking ints
the deep, swift stream, spanned by a
rustic bridge declared to be unsafe
The world was full of music.
"Good-by," whispered Mary.-
"Good-by," said Harry, taking her ID
his arms. "You will—write often? .
. . What?"
"By every mall. And you?"
"Of course."
A tremendous wave of IFYMPathY
came over him, and he kissed her with
something of the old boyish fire.
Instantly she flung her arms around
his neck and- told him, incoherently,
with tears and laughter, what he was
to her, what he had always been, what
he would always be. "I am one of
those queer people," she said, "who
having made an idol, could never see
it shattered and live. If you forgot
me, Harry—forgive me, darling, tot
suggesting such an absolutely absurd
thing—I should throw myself into this
river and drown." •
"I don't believe you," said Harry
trying to speak lightly.
"As God Is in Heaven." said Mary
Not strangely—there is nothing
strange In this world, as we all know—
love took Edith& Tarpority to India
too. Aad until his leave came round
again—a matter of some dozens ce
months—she and Harry waved mit
the rules of the game.
Remembering the horrible solemnity
and determination in Mary's voice as
they stood by the river, Harry, here,
continued to write by almost every
mall to the girl he was to marry, hop
Lag always, in a feeble kind of way,
that another man would come along
with whom she would fall in love,
knowing that .be would never In has
lUe love anyone except himself.
It cannot be said that Harry was
happy. Mary was, Wasn't she to mar-
ry the man who would never betray?
Two days before be left India he
swore to be true to Iliditha, and she
hung round his neck much as Mary had
done, telling him that she was not
afraid. He would wait till she was
free, she knew. I e.kink I said that
his nose was straight, that his mous-
Leh was fine, and that he stood six
foot one in his socks.
A wire was handed to him on board.
It ran in this way: "Henry has passed
away. Cable just arrived. I am
broken-hearted. Come back soon to
Editha." And the words danced in his
brain all the way home to the little
village outside Gloucester.
His father found in him a man be
didn't know. A little startled, but not
without pleasure, pride and excitement,
be began at once to cultivate his son's
acquaintance. The major knew the
climate of India, and put the change
down to that. Mary welcomed him
quietly and the Canon and her father
noticed for the first time that she, too,
had changed. Here was a woman who
had been a child.
There was much laughter with tea.
The two oldish men vied with each
other in saying slightly cynical things,
with an air about them of knowing a
man of the aorta when they saw him.
Mary only looked her remarks.
Presently they found themselves,
Mary and Harry, going instinctively
to the river.
For some time, while the sun set,
they talked commonplaces, but with
an obvious strain. Then suddenly, as
though she could stand it no longer,
Mary got up and ran to the middle of
timents he professed traweekly to the
young woman he was to marry. At
that thus he did. although he received
many three-cornered notes from a Mrs.
Tarporley, who kept open house and
possessed no available husband. Ile
dial to himself that the wOole thing
was different, that, really Ind truly",
Mary was the only woman in the
-One has to be ordinarily_eivik
don't y' see." And so, to the surprise
Of his best pea, he still continued to
play the game, more or less according
to rules.
Then came a day when the regiment
was ordered to India. Harry spent his
leave at home. For the first few day.
the general petting he received was
very pleasing. Then the croquet cored
him, and playing bridge for love didn't
*Musa. It was all so quiet, so slow
so off-the-map. There were many
things he was missiles, the opera. with
—but that doesn't matter; a Toro play;
a polo match at Ilurlingham. Of
course, Mary was the nlost beautiful
girl in the world and all that; but why
didn't somebody tell her not to wear
drosses cut in that way? They weren't
worn. And her hair—nobody did hair
in that entire manner. Everything irri-
tated him.
"I dunne," be kept saying, In an
I mean—Oh, dash it all, how rottenAA to B quallop. 
everything is! And then, take the ma,t.xeefrer—Yae, l'es heard of ihrlallih% jor. What a feeble—(th, Well, I cup-
What kiwi of Ionict ug man is he?
Nokker—He's toe kind that's alwa rs
looking at the of sif ng through a glass
OSsabler.—Cblearo tribune,
pose out et coaditien. It's liver,
or lack of exercise. I wonder why the
devil I hgren't heard from Edith& for,
Fvf0 Whole days! . • NOT 11
"A week before sou came home I re-
ceived a letter from an old school-fel-
low who is in India. She 11 married to
a man in your regiment and knows
you."
"Oh!" said Harry. "Be quick. It's
cracking!"
"She's a woman I h is never known
to tell an untruth. She warns me
against you, and tells me that you
and a Mrs. Tarporley—am I to believe
that? You know why I am standing
here. I told you what I should do
Have you and Mrs. Tarporley—"
For an instant Dinton hesitated, II
he said yes, there would be no obstacle
In his way to prevent marriage with
Editha. If he said no, he would be
obliged to marry a woman he no longer
loved, no longer oared about.
"No," he cried. ' It's a Ile."
"On your honor?"
"On my honor as a gentleman."
With a great cry, Mary flied.) run,
and, as the worm-eaten plank gave
way, scrambled up the bank and flung
herself into the arms of the man who
would never betray.
Royal Biker.
The sultan at Turkey owns non
than 200 bicycles, some with gold and
silver .mountings. It Is said that he
cop awn a good salary as trick rider,
H. a has a weakliest; tor motor carol
WELL HALF A MILE DEEP. SPREAD OF hiALADY.
Borings Fail to Find Desired Arte-
sian Flow in Ohio State-
house Yard,
In 1857, for some reason, It was
thought profitable and possible to se-
cure an artesian well in the state-
house yard. The geology of Ohio
as a science was still unwritten.
In fact, the first volume of the Ohio
geological reports contains the writ-
ten record of this boring.
Down 2,775 feet—over half a mile—
the auger was sent by the slow and
laborious process of the time, and
nearly a year was spent in the work
The boring was commenced on No-
venaber 4„ 1&57, and slopped October
1, 1858. No artesian water was
found.
The boring was made in the easterr
part of the grounds. Its site war
pointed out to the writer some year,
ago, and it is now probably coveree
by the cement walk extending out te
Third street from the judiciary build-
ing. Water was rtruck and plenty es
It—fresh, salt, sulphur, magnesian, etc.
but none of it came to the top.
Prof. Theodore G. Wormley, the
professor of chemistry in Stavline
medical college, embraced the oppor-
tunity to secure the temperature ol
this deep boring. With a thermome-
ter placed in a specially prepared iron
case and left in the bottom of the bor-
ing 24 hours, he found the tempera
lure at the bottom to be 88 degrees
Fahrenheit. Makiag deduct fans foe
the distance below the surface al
which the heat of the sun ceases to
be felt, he computes that the tempera.
ture Increased one degree for every
71 feet of descent. At that time Jew
ropean scientists who were carefully
studying this branch of physical go
ograalay had estimated that the tern
perature increased In such conditions
one aegree for every 66 feet.
There is no retool of the cost of
the boring, tut it must have beer
oonsideratle. as th.• facilities ani ap
paratus were primitive compared witt
those now in use. Though failing ot
its principal purpose, the state seems
to have turned it to account througt





An Inds try That Gives Employ-
ment to Many Hundreds
of People.
Some idea of the magnitude of the
pecan nut meat industry may be had
when it is stated that in San Anionic
(Tel) alone there are 1,700 members
of the Pecan Shelters' union, a labor
organization composed of men engaged
as a regular business in the shelling
of pecan nuts and extracting the de-
licious kernels.
'Not all of the pecan shelters in San
Antonio belong to the union. There
are several hundred other men, wom-
en and children in that city who gain
a livelihood from the work. There
are branches of the Pecan Shelters'
union in Austin and several other
towns of the state.
The pecan nut shelling season lasts
from October 1 to July 1. The new
crop of nuts begin to come into mar-
ket about October 1, and from then
until January 1 the business of ex-
tracting the kernels is very active
The kernels are shipped in large bulk
to New York, St. 7.4)iiis and other cit-
ies, where they are used by the con-
fectioners in the manufacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling is a comparatively
new industry. It had its origin, Do
far as its becoming a recognized
business Is concerned, a few years ago
when a candy manufacturer of New
York visited Texas.
He ate some of the candy made and
wild by 'Mexican street vendors in
Fan Antonio Pecan kernels form RD
Important ingredient of this candy
As an experiment he arranced for a
small shipment of HI- pecan meats to
be made to him.
time, and the highest 'art of the candy'
maker was employed in their use. The
pecan candy became popular almost.
Instantly. and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
That was the beginning of en ire
duster which now gives employment tc
several thousand people. 'I here is a
big demand for the pecan kernels in
every large city in the country.
Indians Going to School.
The Indians of western Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At present
there are 260 students and no more
ran be received until new buildings
under way are completed. It was only
a few weeks ago that the government
ordered the installation of a school at
old Fort MeDermitt, in Humboldt
county, to relieve the congestion in
the Carson school.
She Had Recovered,
Mrs. Ferguson (t0 caller)g—I new
did like her, and when the impudent
thing spoke to me the way she did I
was speechless ebb indignation,
couldn't say a word.
Mr. Ferguson (betting in)—Thal
inust hare happened bela's we WAS
PNRUSIONIA VICTIMS INCREASE
IN NUMBER YEARLY.
Medical Authorities rutting Forth
Their Best Efforts to Check
Laroads of the Fell
Disease.
The commission which was appointed
last year by the New aork board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report hite just been sum-
marized by the press, is composed of
men of high prufeseioi rank, says the
New York Tribune. 1 et the problems
involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of securing too
exalted a grade of taiert tor their =ha
tion. The disease whici, the commis-
sion has been considerirg hes risen into
peculiar prominence of late. AC one
time consumption caused n:cre deaths
than any other malady anu seeumonia
ranked second as a ceuee of morality.
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two have. exchadrad pla.es in some parts
of the United States, if not in the me-
tropolis. Consumption, as a result oi
the adoption of more ealightened meth-
ods of prevention and treatment, works
a little less havoc now than forfnerly.
Pneumonia, on the other hand, finds a
greater number of victims in proportion
to She population. There is ground for
the belief that grip has contributed
materially to this result because it is
often a prelude to an attack of pneu-
monia and 14 sadly disqualifies a man for
successful resistance to an illness of an-
other nature. Hoaever, whatever the
cause, the increesed prevalence of pneu-
monia has excited tb "gravest alarm and
perplexity in the medical profession.
The commission is convinced that,
like tuberculosis, the more acute type of
lung disease is attnbutable to the pres-
ence of microbes and that the latter are
disseminated by the drying of sputum
from patients. The organisms are not
easily borne about by the air so long as
they are moist, but afterward they are
as easily circulated as dust particles.
This fundamental fact shows the desir-
ability of deluging a sick room with sun-
light, promoting fl Je ventilation and us-
ing a broom only fallen the floor has
been sprinkled. 0
Some puzzling facts have been elicited
In the course of the investigation con-
ducted by Dr. Darlington's experts. One
is that pneumococce the supposed cause
of the disease, are sometimes carried in
the mouths of persons for weeks with-
out producing any apparent effect. In
like manner they are observed in these-
cretione of patients who have recovered'
appearance of other symptoms. This
for a considerable interval after the die- H .Rivers,M. D.
second phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an attack of typhoid OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
fever and gives rise to the question how TELEPHONES:
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law
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long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more light on this matter may
be afforded by further observation.
Such information should rrove useful
In the devising of sanitary precautions
for a community in which pneumonia
prevails.
Prevention is infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
do if their first line of defense fails. The
only remedial agent to which the corn-
skin refers is a blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an-
titoxin of this kind, other ventuics of
the same character having been made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but.
while thts commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared.
might be serviceable for purposes of
dlagn.-isis. It appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective qualities of
the article. Kowever, if the serum
which a few physician: even now em-
ploy, Is not all that mild be desired. im-
prove! reettiodt may yet develop ore
that can tti more heartily recommended.
Bagpipes and Gel-Osiers.
"Toni" Jenkinson, bead gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view t t'ae
number. of 3,500, is an ardent Scot chman.
with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o' the Heather.
He and a few kindrea souls have organ-
ized a bagpipe band that will soon show
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner horn. It is one
properly ore must have the bloo cf a
proper clan in One's vales to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkineton bolds Ihat
a Scotch man and only a Scotch rrnn c. n
be a good gardener or a piper. "An
Englishman 'terns to be a gardener
(rem the top down." says Jenkieson
"A Sootchman stsrts from the bottom
with a spade digging regetatlea. Thera
why so many garers crime from
Q--"land. They learn tit hy hit ever
there."—Pittsburg Dizpatcb.
Mow Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch hami
shoots its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If
you - want a brand-new sensation, bring
home some branches of witch brad hav-
ing both flowers and unopened seed pods
on them and put them in vases of water
The-pode burst at the most unexpected
times, waking you in the night and pep-
pering you with their hard, shiny, black
seeds. Branches that are to be used-for
a party must be selected with care, to
be sure of having pc ofectly fresh flowers
and seed pods that have not opened. ff
it is possible to do so, cut them the same
day they are needed. If they must be
cut the day before they are needed, put '
them in a cold place in water and wrap tILJ I rn
a damp cloth around the brandies, in
order to prevent the flowers from with- ;
ering and to keep the seeds from befpg I n • 
expelled too toon.-0ountry Life \ Ur ening and Cleaning
Ainslie& Old Telephone 718-R
Residence 296 li)1ficeaga
DR. R. E. tICARNE
BROOKHILL BUII.DING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET _
Both Phones 3ss
Office hours 8to to a. in., t to *
p m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANI)
THROAT.





Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Me;ers St.
Telephona 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist )







Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Wanders
Framed right 'up to date in five rase
















WANTED--eFcr U. S. Army;
-able-bodied unmarried men between
rag". of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, reed
and wiiitrtegIish. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
ilichnipnd (Rouse, Paducah, Ky.
WANT,V—Psfeition by lady at
.office worlr TWerobgh "betikkeepee
Address E. W. Alt office.
FO --Two rooms over
k formerly oc-
cupied by Dr. Bradley. Apply D. A
YeSster. .
• WA NTErf--Expereneerl solicitors..
Call at Room 3, American German
National bank bulding.
PRETTY CREEP
MISS JESSIE BYRD AND MR.
ALEXANDER UNITED YES-
TERDAY.
Miss Gertrude Pinkerton Entertained
Bioda Club at Wallace Park—
Lawn Party.
Yesterday morning at 8 o'clock
'Miss Jessie Byrd of this citY, and Mr.
‘17V M. Alexander of Lexington,
were united in marriage at the
Broadway Methodist ;church, and it
uas qquite a beautiful and impressive
`-cebernonye The church was, prettily
decorated with palms, ferns, potted
t 'seed smilax, he cert-
urtis performed by Rev. T. J.
4 ir
The bride was gowned in white
oq.jinncd with handiwork and
itElg ihingridordng her head was a
'whit Alittinallortmawkatt. She carried
white sweeeepeas.
The uiTeii" wee 'The only attend-
-ants, they being Messrs. Richard







Mr. an Mrs Alexander went to
'Chicago at ee30ero'clock ytreterday, to
Tem until Septembet. when they
xition, where he is profes-
the .itabl4c schools.
Bioda Club.
The Bioda gliihras charmingly en-
tertained !at liehering with a hint-h-
ew at Waliat,s„ p4rk by Miss Ger-
trude Pinkerton. A happy time was
bed, by the young people.
1' • Lawn Party. .•
Mary :friend; wit delifibtfidlir en-
treained last evefinir. by Mrs. J. M.
Walton ,of West,. yfferson street,
complimentary to hr brother, *gr.
Ward Butler of Chicago, who ;
.isit;eg her. I
HAS OPENED
BIG CON 3REGATION HEARD
OPEINJ SERFON BY DR.
HTUGHLETT — MANY DUX-
GATES ARRIVE.
Rev. T. ti. Owen Brought to Close
..the Reviv. ' (in West eTnenseesSr
the Revive! on West Tennessee
Street Last Night.
A large number of delegates have
arrived here to attend the missionary
conference oi the Memphis confer-
encl.. Willi fifty have atreedy' ar-
rived, while many more will •be here
today.
Last evening the opening sermon
was preached et the Broadway Mieth-
odist church : Rev. M. A. Heglett
of Jackson,' ., and the edifice
was well filled Le hear his eloquent
discourse. He spoke upon the good
work) performed by the noble ladies
in their missionary calling. Follow-
ing his sermon th.- sacrament of the
lordes' Supper was, administered.
This morning the business session
starts, the programme for today be-
ing as follows:
a. m.—Devotional services, roll
call report of corresponding secre-
tary; report of executive committee;
eeport of treasurer; remarks, Miss
Barnes, editor of Little Worker; de-
votional services, Mrs. Ada Cooper.
nt—brenvorial , service, Mrs.
Trattie Holland; report of woman's
hoard, Mrs. T. B. King; reports from
Dyersburg district; reports from Un-
ion .City district; reports from
Brownsville district.
8 p. m.—Address, Miss Alice Wat-
ers. of Sung Kong. China; address




(Yesterday morning at the tent on
South Fifth street, the largest morn-
ing crowd .yet, outside Sunday, was
present end the meeting was one of
much interest. Rev. Peter Fields
made a general a k on religion with-
out adopting egular subject.
Last evening . Davenport spoke
on "Christ Healing the Blind Man."
There were two additions to the
church at night time, a number of
conversions and many requests for
prayer. Mr. Mac D. Ferguson, is here irons
LaCenter and Frankfort.: .flie -is the
state railroad commiesio4kr.
Judge William MarBle iettitnitif last
evening from attending' court at
Princeton.
Mr. Samuel Skinner, the pants
drummer, went to West Tennessee
yesterday.
Mrs. Gardner Gilbert and child left
yesterday for Louisville to attend' the
Home Coming affairs.
Rev. E. C. L. Denton of Arlington,
Tenn., is here, the guest of Mr. H.
R. Robertson of Trimble near Thir-
teenth street.
Dr. Samuel Winstead has returned
from a trip to Philadelphia.
, Mr. John Theobald went to Louis
rifle yesterday.
'Misses Macon SSehnstian. end An-
nie Whitnell of 'Martin, Tenn., are
visiting Miss Athe D. Fontes of Jef-
ferson between Sixth and Seventh.
Attorney John G. Minix an4 wife
have gone to Denville, Ky., to attend
the, commencement exercises of the
college which is attend by their son,
Mr. John G. Miller, Jr. who gradu-
ates this Year.
Mr. Max Wolff returned yesterday
front a.drumming trip through the
state.
Mr. George Powell and family
leave today far Port Ifttron, Mich.,
to spend the summer. The family re-
mains there while Mr. Powell travels
through the surrounding states un-
til fall for the Paul Jones whiskey
house of Gncinnati.
Sunday School Convention. 
Mrs. H. H. McClure and daughter
'This evening at the Palestine Ruth
 of Neodesha, Kan., are visiting
Mchurch in the county, the Sunday is
s Ella Wright of North Sixth.
Mrs. McClure was formerly Miss
schools of all stenorninations 'for the
eighth magisterial district, will hold Minnie Morris of th
is city and is cor-
a convention that will be pareisipet_ dally welcomed by 
all on her return
Wiles•
" • Meetings Closed.
Rev. T. y. Owen last evening clos-
Ed thessne eting he has been conduct-
ing the past few weeks at. the Metho-
dist church on West Tennessee St.
The seri ved unusually success-
Jul for a n revjhal. There were
thirty-one ns to the church.
The closing sermon last infest was
delivered by Rev. Wise of Rushing,
Tenn., who has been conducting the
protracted ,gathering at the Metho-
diet chapel in Littleville, and which
meetings closed Sunday, having
there eleven church additions and
twenty three conversions. "Witness
of the Spirit" was his theme for an
excellent discourse last night.
Today Rev. Wise goes to his
brother's home out in the county for
a few day's visit before departing
for other places to conduct similar
meet•ng-s.
W. C. T. U. Session.
The Padocah W. C. T. U. will meet
tomorrow afternoon et 4 ,o'clock in
tbe lecture room of the First Baptist
church The ...work will he des-
to the department of leigislation.
Club Elects Officers.
The Phijithea class of the First
Beptist church will meet Friday ev-
ening in the lectere room of the Firet
aliptist cherch, for purpose of elect-
ing officer, and transacting other
busi ne ss
many entertainipg features.
ed in by 1KCY. sism.
the Evangelical church here in the
city; he being president of the coon-
The Georgia Lee left Memphis yes- ty Sunday School Association.
terday and reaches here tomorrow




Mrs. H. P. Sights and daughter
Monday went to Henderson to visit
Miss Viola Ullman went to Louii-
%rifle Monday to visit her sister,. Mrs.
Henry Straus.
Mr. H. G. Harmeling and wife are
visiting in Louisville and New Al-
bany.
Missies Frances Harris and Anne
Rhea of Nashville, went home Mon
day Ober attending the Koger-Bly
the nuptials.
'Mrs. Rdbert Lane and daughter,
Bess, went to Louisville yesterday
for the summer.
Messes. James and George Coch-
ran listaie returned from school at
Iletglickle, Tenn.
'MØ. Dr. Phil Stewart returned
last Attest from Cincinnati where she
/
on her way
attended the exercises when her!
brother,- Me, Emory eldobson, gradu-
ated frotn the musical conservatory
there. He goes to Dekota to locate
Mr. J. J. Dufour is here from New
Yoric on business.
Mk. Will Cochran and wife went
to Louisville Monday..
Miss Ida Levy of Owensboro is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Jacob Luft
of Broadway near Seventh.
The Misses Loasch of Louisville,
are visiting Mrs. Goldsmith of Jeffer-
son street.
Mrs. J. R. Coubourn went to Louis-
ville Monday.
'Miss Jettie Thomas of Wingo, is
visiting Mrs. Jack Houser.
Mrs. L. V. Armentrout and daugh-
ter have gone to visit in Mt. Ver
non, 0.
Miss Marine 13aynham is visiting
1
bee mother in Mayfield.
Mrs. Bertie Campbell is isiting in
Mobile, Ala.
Mrs. J. Lt. Allen and son Norville,
ere the guests of relatives at Louis-
ville.
Mr. Irvin S. Cobb has returned to
New York after visiting his mother,
Mrs. Manic Cobb.
Mr. Chesley Herndon, Monday re-
turned to Nashville after visiting his
earents, Captain and Mts. Thomas
Herndon.
Miss Ora Hustings of iBrienherg,
Ky., is visiting the family of Mr.
Mann Clark..
Mrs. Anna K. Broaderson left Mon-
day foi; Cediz, Ky., to visit befor-
going to Louisville and Bardstown,
Ky., for the summer.
Mr. William Perkins of Shreves-
port, La., is visiting his mother in the
city. '
Mr. and Mrs. Charles I. Bronston
cf Lexington, Ky., are in. the city.
Mr. Carr Turner of Fulton, has ac-
cepted a position as clerk at Waller-
sten's clothing house.
Miss Claire St. John has gone to
Louisvillle to visit her aunt, Mrs. M.
Haynes.
Mrs. Frank Cobourn, son and
deughter, went to Louisville Monday
for a two weeks visit.
Miss Hatt'e Curd has arrived from
Los Angeles, Cal., to visitlier.mother
Mrs. Belle Curd.
Mrs. Kittie Willis and daughter are
visiting Mrs. C. L. Weaks of Louis-
ville.
Mrs. Herman Weiss of Ft.' Worth,
Tex.; has gone to Evansville, after
visiting_ Mrs. Lena Flinger.
Mrs. Rev. J. C. e II of ..temn-
phis, Tenn., is visiting Mrs. George
C. Crumbaugh on North Seventh
during the missionary conference
Nothing




We 'have the iret1U-
ine article in 25c,
soc and $1 botHes








Suffered For Throe Years With
Itching Humor—Doctor Did No
Good—Cruiser Newark, U. S. N.
Men Cured in Three Weeks.
SPEEDY CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I suffered with humor for about
three years, off and on. I finally saw
a doctor Liao he gave me remedies that
did me AO good,
sO I tried Cuticurs
when my limb be-
low the knee to the
ankle was as raw
as a pieoe of heel.




Soap every day and used about six
or seven bexes of Ointment. I was
thoroughly cured of the humor in three
weeks and haven't been affected with
it since. I use no other Soap tharf
Cutiours now. I remain, yours respect-
fully, H. J.. Myers, U. B. N., U. S.
Newark, Now York, July 8, 1905.
"P. S. Fable& if you wish."
CITTICURA GROWS HAIR
Crusted Scalps Cleansed and
Purified by Cuticura Soap
Assisted hy liOt dressings of Cuticurs,
the great Skin Cure. This treatment at
once stops falling hair, removes crusts,
scales and dandruff, destroys hair
parasites, soothes irritated, itching
surfaces, stimulates the hair follicles,
loosens the ssalpskin, supplies the roots
with energy and rxnuishment, and
makes the hairgrew upon saweet,whole-
some, healthy scalp when all else fails.
Complete external and internal treat-
ment for every humor, from pimples to
scrofula, from infancy to age, conoisting
of Cuticurs Soap, Ointment, and Pths,
may now be had of all druggists for one
&liar. A. shigte set is often sufficient
to cure the most distressing cases.
asstheestbosi fir volt. Outicare P, SW, O.
WI- sal Ilkoma4441sms.. sm. csassr.stssea....44a sir as. P.*, prim" cam.
elPeuma •taiswea siamar°,3•17
SPrisse Paroled.
Jim Spriggs, colored boy, has re-
torned to the city from the Eddyville
'penitentiary, he having been paroled
,bby the governor. He was sent to
the penitentiary for twenty-one years
for killing his sweetheart.
Budwiser, king of bottled beer, in
family sixe cases of two dozen
bottles to the case delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An-
hatser-Busch Brewing association
branch. .Both 'phones 111. J. H
Staff* manager.
"Why is this chess, a; full of
boles r"
"That's all right. It needs all the
bee& air it ,can get."--Clevelend
Lowder.
Observation.
Ibither—Yes, Tommy, the doctor
asereght the baby.
Johnry—Well, ma, he ain't very
good at matching samples, is he—N.
Y. Sim
Queer Politics,
Wyld—Rome queer things in politics.
Myer—For instance?
Wyld—A fellow has to set up the
!fluids to make himself solfd.—J udges
Stirring Incidents.
Altos—Don't you think a coot book la
fascinating reading?
Clara—Yes, indeed. It contains es
masy stirring incidents.--Judge.
Another Instance.
Weary WElle—i see de Jape had tie
take a bath before going into battle.
Dusty Rhodes—What was It dat Snare
man said about wart—N. Y. Bun.
Absurd.
"Don't you like to sit here and eas-aa
of the girls in their bathing suits?"
"Who ever saw all of a girl in her Wale
Ing guit?"—Honston Post.
—T. J. Moore, former city detec-
tive, is now special deputy sheriff to
keep order at Wallace park, the man-
. When Ilhe Loves Rim.
"Does It take Brown and his wife long
to make up after they have quarreled?'
"Only till his next pay-dap."---ALlia
waukee Ben tlssL
•17 1:oitte—Bcut- gains In OtficirSupplift
We. are. piloting in Factory Lines of Carbon. Papors; Ty,pe. Writer
Papers, etc. To close out ohr preeetnt stock we ()ger the folfowing:
goods at the prices quoted 'for June delivery .onlyj
Carbon. Papers at._ ... 
'Werth $a.00, $4.50 and
Type Writer Papers at 
Wtorth sac, $1.35 and
Arnold,,- Canters and Sanfords Ink per
Knickerbocker' Covers at .see per too,
$1.a5, $.a.00. arid






NEVER AGAIN AT THIS PR.
Harbour's Book Department.
All *Inds Messounents and Gewepal Cemetery Work ,(Use
'Green River Stone
THE AEST SIGNE ON THE MARKET for Monumental -and
Buil*Lpurposea, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS.
UREAND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does • not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.




It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class mil
is a "Leader" for the dealer...
P . H. BALDWIN & CO:
W. T 'QUM Agent.











Old Bicycle hi on
New (Inc See:
WILLIAMSBICYCLICO
Mitt to Kentucky Theatre on librth Pith sweet they can s are you
money, and take your old wheel ia exaluage. WI WANT AN DU.
_jahirrrin  ol_ALLCcaux. RAND RI rvi-T.RA  
Remember this is the cheapens house in town on Bicyles and every-
for bicycles. Parts furnitlie4 for any mitre of wheel. Texpert




IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons at Elevator .Both T elephones254.
StO a West Kentucky Coal Co. t
Foot of
Incorporated.
awsewneirlammannirlir
1
